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For um def ine s
stu den ts' righ ts
By Dan Snapp
If you are stopped for drinking and driving and are asked
to take a Breathalyzer test, can
you legally refuse it? If you are
arrested, but nobody reads you
your rights, does that negate the
arrest? You're having a party,
and the police come to the door,
complaining it's too noisy. Do
they have the right to enter?
These are the types of quest ions fielded by UNH police
detective Paul Dean, Durham
Police Captain Joseph McGann,
UNH legal council attorney
Tom Dwyer, and Portsmouth
Prosecuting Attorney Kathleen
Dwyer at a forum Wednesday
night in Hamilton-Sm ith Hall.
Speaking to an audience of
about 60 people, forum organizer Rob Rodler explained that
it was designed to help clear up
the misconceptions of the rights
that people have.
Attorney Tom Dwyer explained the legal process. He
said that there are five steps in
the process: investigation , arrest, arraignmen t, trial and
sentencing.
In the investigation stage, the
policeman can go on probable
cause. This means that if an
officer feels a car is swerving
too much, or smells marijuana
coming from an apartment, he
has the right to act on it.
Dwyer said the arrest stage
is really the most important
because it is at that point that
the person is entered into "the
system."
"Once you're in the system,
your record will always be
there," Dwyer said. "When the
decision to arrest is made, right
or ~rang, you're in the system.
"Whatever happens, cooperate with the officer or else you
may risk additional charges."
Dwyer said that many students confuse an arraignment
with a trial. An arraignment is
just the date where one pleads
guilty or not guilty.
When talking about the trial
stage, Dwyer said that since
probably nine out of ten arrests

are good arrests, "Odds are,
you'll be convicted."
Dwyer also said that most of
his clients never go on the stand,
so the anxiety over testifying
does not really exist.
According to Dwyer, sentencing usually occurs at the trial.
McGann said he felt students
have a false sense of security
and need to be more aware of
their rights.
One instance in which people
don't understand their right is
the Miranda issue.
Miranda vs. Arizona was the ·
1966 Supreme Court ruling
whereby it was decided that
statements made by the accused
during police interrogation may
not be used unless the accused
is read his rights prior to the
questioning (i.e. You have the
right to remain silent, etc.).
"If you're a.i;-rested and the
officer doesn't tell you your
rights, that doesn't negate the
arrest," McGann said. "The only
Ralph Nadar spoke in the MUB Tuesday night. (Alex Boros photo)
time the Miranda issue comes
up is if the officer asks any
questions. Then he has to inform you of your rights."
Tom Dwyer agreed that too
many people don't understand
the Miranda rights.
By Bryan Alexander
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King day in NH
stir s new deb ate

Wet, sleek days make Durham shine.

By Brian Brady
New Hampshire is one of
only six states that does not have
a state holiday recognizing the
birthday of Dr. Martin Luther
King.
However, according to Student Senator Andrew Gamble,
a bill that will go before the New
Hampshire Legislature in January could change that.
According to Gamble, the
same bill was brought forth last
year and was rejected by one
vote. The chairman of the
American Friend Service Committee is trying to persuade
Coretta Scott King, wife of the
late Dr. King, to come to New
Hampshire and lobby for the
needed extra vote.
'Tm pretty sur~ it's going to

pass," Gamble said, 'Tm confident."
Student Body Vice President
Mike Rose said that the student
body of UNH is on record with
the state legislature as supporting the bill.
Rose said he and Student
Body President Wendy Hammond were going to try to have
the university declare the day
as a school holiday, but since
Martin Luther King Day falls
on January 16, the first day of
registration , they decided
against it.
While the state legislature
appeared to be on the verge of
voting in a holiday to honor Dt.
King, Republican Governor-

KING, page 13
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Students charge into the world of credit Cards
-

-

By Carolina Mata
responsibile for any unpaid bills.
It's here. That shirt you've Both the student card and the
been wanting to buy. You don't co-signed card would be under
have enough cash. They don't the student's name, and on their
accept checks. You don't want credit history.
someone else to buy it firstScott Dullea, a UNH senior,
...charge it!
recently purchased a new racing
College students across the bike with his credit card. Dullea
United States have joined the would not have been able to
plastic generation. UNH is no make such an expensive purexception.
chase in one lump sum. Even
According to Theresa Reinh- though he will be paying off the
ard of the Durham Bank, there bill with its added finance
are two kinds of instant credit charge, he says it was worth it.
approval for students. Major He has the bike and enough
banking firms like Citibank and money each month to pay the
ChemicalBank offer credit cards bill.
designed specifically for the
Another UNH senior, Kaye
needs of students, giving them Johnson, received her card six
a chance to build their credit.
months ago. Johnson applied
A college student with an for it in case of emergencies,
unmarked credit history is given to consolidate her various store
a card with a lower finance charge cards and to have the
charge than a regular credit card identification necessary to write
but is still required to pay the checks in department stores.
annual $20 fee.
Johnson was approved immeThe banks determine a fi- diately, without a co-signer,
nance charge based on the when applying for a student
Annual- Percentage Rate and the card.
amount of the unpaid balance.
Reinhard said most banks are
APRs vary but are generally eager to approve college stubetween 16.95% and 19.8%.
dents because usually they do
Other banks request a par- not have the funds to pay off
ent's signature to co-sign for
CREDIT, page 9
a ~dit card. The parent is _
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College on cre~it, the only way to go. (Eric Stites photo)
r

.NEWS IN. BRIEF
·Pro-choice gets ready
.
.

Vowing the Bush administration will have "no
honeymoon on the issue of abortion," leaders of
Prochoice and feminists groups outlined plans of
action this week that will culminate in April with
a march for women's rights.
"We are determined that not one woman in
Amed.ca will die or be maimed from a back-alley
abortion because George Bush was elected president
of the United States," said Molly Yard, president
· of the National Organization for Women.
"Mr. Bush may intend to make abortions illegal
again, but he has to understand that if he tries,
he will be awakening a sleeping giant" - the millions
of women who have had abortions.
Eleanor Smeal, president of the Fund for the
Feminist Majority and a former president of NOW,
said politicians who "talk family" but vote against
prochoice alternatives and the proposed equal rights
amendment to the Constitutoin are "hypocrites."
NOW outlined plans that include:
• Setting up phone banks immediately to urge
supporters to flood Bush, Atttorney General Richard
Thornburgh and Chief Justice William Rehnquist
with messages demanding that the abortion-rights
ruling be left in standing.
• Conducting vigils and picketing directed at antiabortion efforts.
• Holding an inaugural watch, designed to give
the issue visibility in Washington during the
presidential inaugural.
•Forming a committee to help make RU-486, a
French-developed so-called "morning after" pill,
available in the US.
• Organizing a nationwide effort to commemorate
the 16th anniversary of the Roe vs. Wade abortion
rights decision onJan. 22.

·Estonia declares itself
a sovereign state
Estonia's parliament this week declared the tiny
Baltic republic "sovereign" ~ith the right to veto
Soviet laws, after deputies said too much Kremlin
control has ruined the nation's economy and
enviroment.
The vote on the "declaration of sovereignty"was
258-1, with five abstenations, following a restrained,
serious debate in the Estonian parliament, which
is a body inclusive of the Supreme Soviet-the Soviet
Union's parliament.
The declaration of sovereignty stops short of
complete independence, but calls for a treaty to
be negotiated with Moscow that would "determine ·
the futher status of Estonian in the composition ·
of the Soviet Union.

Trade up, dollar down
The US trade Deficit narrowed by 17 percent
to $10.5 billion in September, the government said
Wednesday, but not enough to prevent a new assualt
on the dollar over worries about what the head
of the Fed'eral Resevre called a "dangerous corrosion"
of the American eco.t;1omy.
Exports rose $700 million to a record high $28.2
billion, the Commerce Department said. Imports
declined 2.5 percent, or $1.1 billion, to $38.7 billion
from a record high in August. The $10.5 billion
trade gap for September was down $ 1.8 billion from
a revised August trade deficit figure of $12.3 billion.
But neither change was big enough to stem a
new selling wave of dollars by currency traders
worried about inflation from an overheated economy
and skeptical of President-elect George Bush's
promise to reduce the Federal buget deficit through
a "flexible freeze" without any tax increase.
The dollar, resuming its downwards path of last
week, fell about half a pecent against the Japanese
yen and one percent against the West German mark
Wednesday despite what currency traders said was
intervention by the Fed to prop it up through massive
purchases of dollars using yen.
As usual, the United States suffered its biggest
deficit with Japan. At $4.1 billion, however, the
. gap was $700 million less than it had been in August
and was at its lowest since January.

North's fraud charge
will not be dismissed
The judge in the Iran-Contra conspiracy case
refused this week to dismiss a charge that former
presidential aide Oliver L. North illega!ly used a
tax-exemption foundation to raise money for
Nicaraguan rebels. US District Judge Gerhard A.
Gesell upheld the legal validity of the charge that
North conspi:ed to defraud the government by
using the tax-exempt National Endowment for
the Preservation of Liberty to raise money for the
non-tax deductible purpose of helping arm the
Contras.
Gesell rejected North's contention that the charge
failed to allege an offense, saying it "recites all
necessary elements of a fraudulant conspiracy ... and
it is specific in its description of North's involvement." The judge also dismissed North's argument
that donations to finance aid to the Contras were
legally chaitable contributions under the tax code.

Mr. Sununu goes
to Washington
President-deer George Bush, after days of
speculation, has named retiring New Hampshire
Govonor John Sununu to the new administration's
cabinet. Come January, Sununu will be Chief of
Staff in the Bush White house.
Bush called Sununu the "right man for the job"
and also said he would bring a "refreshing new
perspective" to the Chief of Staff position. Bush
also sighted Sununu's background and ability to
work with others as factors for chosing the portly
granite state official.
Bush made the announcement after meeting over
breakfast with British Prime Minister Margaret
Thatcher, who was at the White House to meet
formally for the last time with out going President
Reagan, but also to meet with Bush.
When asked about Sununu' s lack of Washington
experience Bush said Sununu had the right amount
of experience and he knows enough about Washington and that t~ere will be plenty of people to help
Sununu in the White House and Congress.
Sununu has known Bush since at least 1982 when
Bush came to New Hampshire to appear for Sununu,
then a gubernatorial candidate .

U .S rejects Palestinian
independent state
The Reagan administration said this week there
are "positive elements" in a new Palestinian
Liberation Organization policy statement but
rejected a PLO proclamation of an independent
Palestinian state.
State Department spokesman Charles Redman
said the status of the territories, the West Bank
and the Gaza Strip, under lseali occupation "cannot
be determined by unilateral acts of either side but
only through a process negotiations. A declaration
of independent Palestinian statehood is such a
unilateral act."
The statement early Tuesday in Algiers by the
PLO's parliament-in-exile, the Palestinian National
Council, did not specify the borders of the new
teritory but it presumably emcompasses the West
Bank and the Gaza Strip, which have been under
lsreali control since 1967.
At the White House, Presidential spokesman
Marlin Fitzwater said the administration sees
"positive elements" to the PNC statement, including
its acceptance of U.N. Security Council resolution
242 and 338.
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New permit stickers are design to ease the parking crunch. (file photo)

Permanent permits approved
By Alex Berger
The UNH transportation
committee approved a proposal
to replace the transferable parking permits with permanent
parking stickers.
Several students, faculty and
members of the Universtiy
Police comprise the committee
which passed the proposal with
only one negative vote.
Instead of receiving the
transferrable permits that hang
from the rear view mirror,
students who purchase parking
permits next year will receive
parking stickers for their vehicles.
According to Deputy Chief
of Public Safety Paul Kopreski,
th~ purpose of the transferable
permit was to reduce the
number of cars on campus by
issuing one permit per person
instea,d of one per vehicle. He
added that the number of cars
hasn't been greatly reduced, and
the removable permits create
the opportunity for theft.
"Many vehicles are damaged
to get the permit," Kopreski
said. "The numbers are quite
high."
Approximately 80 permits
have been stolen this semester,
said Kopreski. He added that
although many of the permits
are recovered, damage is still
done to the vehicle.
Senior Adam Angley said he

had three permits stolen from issuing parking stickers.
Simmons said he believes this
his car last year.
Angley said he left his door change is necesary to prevent
unlocked each time so there was damage to vehicles, but that
no damge done to his car, but some may not agree with the
eac;h time his permit was stolen change at first.
"There will be some initial
from his car last year.
"The third time I went in, opposition," Simmons said.
they gave me a sticker to put "Logically, it's the correct thing
on my rear view mirror," said to do from an administrative
Angley. He added that he has standpoint and for the police
had problems with the sticker. / force."
This is the third year that the
The University Police offer
the sticker to those who have University Police has issued the
convertible vehicles or other transferable parking permits
vehicles that are easy to break and the problems haven't been
solved to their satisfaction,
into.
The proposal to change the according to Kopreski.
With the new plan, the
form of the permit was given
to University Police Chief Roger stickers will be placed on the
Beaudoin in September by Stu- inside of the front window or
dent Senators Christine Pari- the rear bumper of the vehichle.
According to Kopreski, even
seau and Peter Simmons.
Pariseau said she and Sim- if the sticker is stolen from the
mons proposed the change vehichle, it will be useless.
Currently, the University
because the senate received
many complaints by students Police are trying to decide on
and faculty about stolen permits the best way to implement the
and friends sharing permits, plan.
Kopreski said they are trying
thus increasing the number of
to determine the best place to
cars on campus.
Although Kopreski is against put the stickers on vehicles and
permit holders loaning out their when to start issuing the
permits;ne said, "My biggest stickers.
Although there are still some
concern is the high level of
details to work out, Kopreski
thefts."
After speaking with Chief said the plan is almost definite.
"As far as I'm concerned,
Beaudoin, the senators and
police decided it would be best that's where we're headed," said
to return to the old system of _ Kopreski.

'By Lisa Hamel and Molly
Brown
In the United ·States more
than 1.5 million women are
beaten or abused by their
partners each year.
Fifty to 75 percent of homicides where women kill their
male partners are preceeded by
threats or injuries from the man.
Angela Browne, author of
"When Battered Women Kill,"
opened eyes to .the widespread
occurrences of violence against
women in Kirk Williams' Introduction to Criminology class
yesterday.
Williams and Browne have
spent time researching interpersonal violence together at
the Family Research Laboratory
at the University of New Hampshire.
Browne wanted to discover
what would a women who killed
her husband look like, act like,
be like. These are questions
Browne asked herself before
interviewing the first, of what
were to be many, abused women
nine years ago.
"She was just like all other
women," Browne said of a
surgeon's wife who had murdered her husband in reta-liation
for the year~ of p~ysical and

emotional suffering he had
caused.
In many cases, the abuse had
been escalating, and threats of ·
his violence extended to include
outside family members or
·
children.
Angela Browne is currently
working on a case that has been
in the news. Browne testified
on behalf of Kathleen Kaplan
in an attempt to reduce her 30years-to-life prison sentence,
seven of which she has already
served for the hired murder of
her husband, Morton (Jack)
Kaplan.
Kathleen Kaplan for nine
years was sexually exploited for •
her husband's businesses of
prostitution and nude dancing
shows.
Jack was 47 when he picked
up Kathleen, then age 14, running from a home where she
was sexually abused. By age 17,
she had had an abortion, married Jack in Florida with a false
identification and undergone
her second surgery as a result
of abuse.
Later, Jack hired a blackmarket surgeon for the wounds
she sustained when he raped her _
VIOLENCE, page 6

Student agre~s to
judicial sanctions
By R. Scott Nelson
John Doricko, who was
charged with harassment stemming from a public disagreement with participants of the
Oct. 16 BrotherPeace march,
agreed on sanctions brought
against him in a preliminary
conduct board hearing Tuesday.
The agreement was made
between Doricko and eight
participants in the march who
jointly filed misconduct charges,
ranging from harassment to
verbal abuse, against him.
The sanctions agreed upon
include five meetings with Eve
Goodman, director of the Sexual
Harassment and ~ape Prevention Program (SHARPP), a
theraputic counseling session,
and jeopardy of suspension

pending further violations, said
Andrew Gamble, one of the
marchers who filed charges
against Doricko.
The charges stemmed from
Doricko's interruption of the
march with obscene language
and honking of his car horn,
according to Gamble. The march
was conducted as part of an
"international day of silence to
break men's violence," Gamble
said.
According to marcher Joanie
Curry, Doricko shouted such
things as, "Get a clue, there's
no rape on this campus," and
"Women get what they deserve."
The maximum sanctions for
SANCTIONS!. p~_ge 9

Many smother stubs
while one.sparks up
.Hy Jay Aumar

Yesterday marked the_12th
annual Great American Smokeout, in which America's 46.8
million smokers were urged to
quit their habit for the day, if
not forever. ·
At UNH, where there aren't
many smokers to begin with,
a solitary figure lights up a
cigarette on the top floor of the
Memorial Union Building.
Mark Nadeau is a fifth-year
senior who's bucking popular
opinion today. The mechanical
engineer puffs comfortably on
his carcinogen of choice as he
discusses his reasons for smoking.
"Recently my life's gone
straight to hell, so I've taken
up drinking and smoking," he
quips, citing academic problems
as the main reason.
"I also have this dream to be

a great black blues singer," he
says, adding that the alcohol and
smoke will help his voice become raspier. Then he says he
would make albums and become
famous witho_ut having to make
appearances.
"Actually, I'm smoking more
cigarettes today as a protest,"
he says. He smokes about a pack
of cigarettes per month, usually
after drinking.
Calling smoking "a hobby,"
Nadeau says confidently, "I
don't have a nicotine addiction.
Like all smokers, I plan to stop
soon. Tomorrow. I'll quit tomorrow."
Nadeiu doesn't mind the
recent stoppage of cigarette
sales in the MUB. "That's cool
with me because I'm _graduating
BUTTS, page 9

i< ·.
Mark Nadeau·• behind the smoke screen hides a rebel. (photo by Eric Stites)
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Pid y~~ or anyon e you know partic ipate in the Great Amer ican
-S~Qk
eout, and ~f so h-ow i~p~r. tant do you think
it is?
----.
-·
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.

"No I didn't participate, and
I know a lot of other people who
didn't participate either. I think
it's worth it though because it
makes some people think."

.

"No, I don't know anyone wbo
participated, but ifit got at least
one person to quit than it's a
good thing."
John Andriola

Gianna Palermino

.

.-i

"I didn't participate in it because I don't smoke, but I
· certainly hope my smoking
friends took advaniage of this
opportunity to turn over a new
'tobacco leaf'. However, I did
not see any of them today."

"No I don't know anyone wbo
participated because most of my
friends don't smoke. I think it's
very important because I bate
people who smoke, and when
they smoke in front of me, I get
mad."

Stephanie Gallagher

Douglas Carson

Sophomore

Senior

English

Business Administration

Junior
Sophomore
Economics
Undeclared L.A.
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Vid eo foct ises on expl oita tion :CC ll!:E :ND ~
FRIDAY, NOVEMBE R 18

By Herman W. Ejarque
Sexual exploita~ion in adverrising was the focus of the New
Hampshire chapter of Women
In Communica tion's monthly
meeting held Tuesday night at
the WENH Channel 11 TV
facility.
A group of approximately 20
people, composed mostly of
female students and professionals in communications, came to
make contacts with one another,
. tour the station, watch a film
and discuss its implications.
The film shown, "Killing Us
Softly," is a well known educational piece presented by Jean
Kilbourne and produced by
Cambridge Documentary Films.
Its basic premise is that
commercial advertising is a
tremendous influence on our
lives and that male and female
sexuality is being taken advantage of in the interest of product
sales and marketing.
The average person, according to the film, spends over a
year and a half's time watching
television over the course of a
lifetime and sees hundreds of
thousands of ads.
The advertising world, Kilbourne stated in the film, is a
$100 billion a year industry
where-peop le talk only about
products. Most advertising, she
says, in one way or another sells
images of glamour, romance,
love, sex, and above all, normalcy.
"Advertising tells us who we
are and who we should be,"
Kilbourne said. "Its effects are
enormous, penetrating every
aspect of our lives."
Not everyone in the audience
agreed. Robert Montgomer y,
professor of marketing and
communications at Boston Univers ity, was one of the three
men present at the meeting. In
the discussion, which followed
the film, Montogomery said he
felt there was a "dramatic lack
of understandin g of marketing
and advertising" in the film.
"She (Kilbourne) gives too
much power to advertising, "
said Montgomery, who used to
own a large advertising agency

Poli c•e
repo rt
By John Robert
A UNH student was arrested
for maliciously pulling a fire
alarm in Stoke Hall on November 5. The Stoke Hall resident (who can't be named for
legal reasons) was arrested
Tuesday, after an extensive
investigatio n by UNH police,
and will be arraigned in Durham
District Court on December 13.
CORRECTIONS:
Scott Byrnes was released on
$5,000 personal recognizanc e
bail and not $5,000 cash bail as
reported after an arrest last
Sunday night.
David G. Mason, Norman
Chambers and Randall Abrahmson are crew members, not band
men:ibers, for Jimmy Cliff.
One UNH student, not two, was
arrested in Jimmy Cliff's dressing room Sunday night.

in Massa.chuse tts before he
began teaching at B. U.
"Advertisin g can do four
things, a,nd nothing more,"
Montgomery said, "and that is,
show what a product is, how to
get it, what it costs and what
it will do for you."
Kilbourne's film stresses that,
women are the primary recipients of advertising manipulation.
"Advertisin g .reflects a medieval era where men work and
women stay at home," Kilbourne says, adding that such
a scenario reflects only 12
percent of American households.
With the illustration of several full-page magazine ads,
Kilbourne described how advertising presents images of ideal
male beauty, a look which requires much time, effort and
above all, money.
"The look is artificial and can
only be achieved artificially,"
said Kilbourne in the film,
pointing out several cosmetic
ads with glamourous models.
The ideal look, she says, "is
inhuman in its flawlessness, and
women are judged against this
standard."
The film implied the same
theory to women's bodies, illustrating ads of the ideal in
female curves and manner of
dress.
"A woman's body becomes
just another piece of merchandise," Kilbournce said, "regarded as a package to wrap and
display."
Montgomer y dismissed the
theory that advertising deliberately manipulates culture to
the practicality of what looks
good and what do~sn't.
"I've never heard anyone ever
say anything like 'lets get a good
looking broad and put her in',"
Montgomer y said, "and I've
been in advertising most of my
life."
Montgomery turned the question around and asked the
audience if they were marketing
a product, would they want to
relate it to someone old and ugly,
or to someone young and beau-

**

*

·
tiful?
"I'm not sure if Ms. Kilbourne
believes in what she preaches,"
Montgomery jested, " ... she wore
a low cut blouse, and in her
close-ups she didn't appear to
have any pores either."
On a more serious note, the
topic of gender differences in ·
regards to career opportunity
came up in both the film and
the discussion after.
Janice Wayne, a local resident
and actress who works out of
the Boston area, revealed that
women often have it tougher
in her profession.
"Clients and agencies often
push to cast men," Wayne said.
While both men and women
audition for parts in advertising
"the jobs somehow seem to go
to the men more often."

GOURMET DINNERS- "Polynesian Luau." Seven courses
and hors d'oevres. Granite State Room, MUB, cocktails 6
p.m., $18.95. Ticket Information : MUB Ticket Office, 86222_9.

SATURDA Y,NOVEM BER19
FOOTBALL- vs. University of Massachuset ts, Field House,
1 p.m.
UNH OPERA WORKSHO P PERFORMA NCE- Kathleen
Wilson Spillane, directing, Hennessy Theater, Paul Arts,
3p.m.
GOURMET DINNERS - "A Polynesian Luau." Granite State
Room, MUB, 6 p.m., $18.95. Ticket Information: MUB Ticket
Office, 862-2290
CELEBRITY SERIES - Annapolis Brass and Western Wind.
Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m. Ticket Information: 8622290

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 20
FACULTY CONCERT SERIES - The New Hampshire Trio,
Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 3 p.m.

Wayne, who performs in nonbroadcast, corporate films and
advertising, said, "male voices
are preferred, and the white,
W ASPy (White Anglo Saxon
Protestant) male is often preferred for the camera."

MUSO FILM - "Jesu-s Christ Suferstar." Strafford Room,
MUB, 7 and 9:30 p.m., students$ , general $2.

While women are often portrayed as mothers and housewives, according to Wayne, it
is rare that they are given the
roles of business executives or
bankers.
According to Wayne there are
a few clients who place women
in professional roles.
"It's wonderful to work for
them," Wayne said.
In "Killing Us Softly," Kilbourne says the average female
college graduate has the earning
potential of a male high school
drop-out.
Montgomer y disagreed: "I
don't know of any account
executive in the advertising
business who gets paid less
because she is a woman."
He further stated that 60 to
65 percent of the 80,000 advertising professiona ls in this
country are women.
When skeptically asked by a
man in the crowd if these
women were in positions of
power, Montgomery answered
with an emphatic yes.

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 21

MUSO CONCERT - Don McLean, singer of "Vincent,"
"Crying," "American Pie," and timeless other folk songs.
Granite State Room, MUB, 8 p.m., students $5, general $10.
Tickets at MUB Ticket Office, 862-2290

UNIVERSIT Y COMPUTIN G ENVIRONM ENT TODAY
- A day of learning and information exchange. Seminars
held throughout day. New England Center, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Information: 862-4518
SEMINAR- Philosophy, Politics, Economics of Money:
Thomas Kuh (Simmons College, Social Sciences), "Tlie
Theories of Money and Credit in ~arl Marx' Capital." Room
206, McConriell, 4-6 p.m. Paper available, McC 430
AL FRANKEN AND TOM DAVIS - Hilarious comedy team
and senior writers from "Saturday Night Live." Granite Sttae
Room, MUB, 8 p.m., students $5, general $7. Tickets at MUB
Ticket Office, 862-2290
TRADITION AL JAZZ SERIES - The Hot Antic Jazz Band
from Nimes, France. Strafford Room, MUB, 8 p.m., students
$3, general $5 at door or call 862-2290 for reservations.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 22
HUMANITI ES LECUTURE SERIES - "The Idea of Covenant
in the Old Testament," Rabbi Jonathan Girard, Temple Israel,
Dover, Room 201, Murkland, 11-12:30 p.m. Open to the
public.
STUDENT RECITAL #3 - Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Arts,
1 p.m.
FACULTY CONCERT SERIES - Faculty Woodwind Quintet.
Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m.

-t'otJ5 GRAND OPENfNG ' ·i (·i'·
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~ l / 1 s YOUR LUMPY UNH MATRESS
GIVING YOU THE BLUES? CHEER UPECHO FUTONS HAS A BRAND NEW STORE!

·

"***

'**

~ ,"-WE SOLD TRUCKLOADS OF FUTONS ON CAMPUS THIS FALL. NOW
~

WE CAN HELP YOU WITH SAVINGS ON ALL FUTONS AND
FRAMES AT OUR ...

**

GRA ND OPEN ING SALE!!!

King Futon Says ...
"DO IT RIGHT!
DO IT ON A FUTON!"

register to WIN a FREE futon: drawing Saturday

~LAU N DA!I
~SIAV ICIS

.**

NOW !HROUG H
SUNDAY NOVEMBER 20th

Gallagher's Place.
801 Islington St.
Portsmouth ,

436-4474
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_ _ _ _ VIOLENCE
(continued from page 3)

GENERAL

HEALTH

COMMENTARY: A collection of short articles
relating to human communication, rhetoric, mass
comm., interpersonal and small group co~m._as
well as related issues, is written by students w1shmg
to contribute their work for publication. Deadline
is Dec. 17, 1988. If interested insubmitting, contact
Beverly James, Dept. of Comm., PCAC, Room M3 l 3.
862-2292

AL-ANON MEETING: Mondays, Health Services
Library, 12-1 p.m.

MINI-COURSE INSTRUCTOR NEEDED: Ballroom Dancing instructor needed for 6 week eveni~g
MUB mini-course for spring semester. A paid
position. Information: Student Activities Programming Office, 862-1001.
THANKSGIVING DINNER: Escape from dining
hall food and join other students for a fun and sort
of traditional Thanksgiving Dinner! Sunday,
November 20, Waysmeet, 15 Mill Rd., 5 p.m.
MUSICAL PLAY: Charley and Algernon, based
on Flowers for Algernon by Daniel Keyes. Starring
Kenneth O'Brien as Charley. Monday, Nov. 28,
Hennessy Theater, PCAC, 6: 15 & 8 p.m., $3 (Tickets
at MUB Ticket Office)

with a knife. Jack allowed the
birth of her second child, a son,
whose life he continually threatened if Kathleen went against
his wishes.
A turning point came when
Kathleen refused one of Jack's
demands to trade sexual favors
for money. She believed Jack's
threats would become a reality.
Billy Gagnon, an aquaintance,
implied that he knew of someone who could "solve" her
problem for a tee. Jack was
fatally wounded by gunshot
wounds to the head from a hired
man.
Billy Gagnon was acquitted
on a technicality. Kathleen was
sentenced to 30 years to life.
Though the sentence was
reduced, the defense plea was
not fully granted. She must serve
two more years in incarceration
and one year of work service
According to The Boston

themselves. Substance abuse and
sexual abuse are most prevalent
also.
Forty percent of women in
the hqmicide group reported
that violent incidents occured
more than once a week at the
end of the relationship.
Economic dependence, lack
of self worth, denial, love and
a sense of commitment prevent
women from fleeing their violent home. Many come from
homes where childhood abuse
was common.
Often, attempts to escape are
met with more severe beatings.
Isolation, or no available place
to go to also discourages women
from leaving.
Between 1979 and 1984 there
were 25 percent fewer incidences of women killing their male
partners. Browne said this was
a direct result of the establishing
of shelters, crisis lines and other

Globe,
Joseph A.Kaplan,
DiClerico
Jr.,Judge
who sentenced
commented that "while the
longterm abuse to which she
was subjected certainly constitutes a significant mitigating
factor," its weight is "lessened
when balanced against the extreme and irreversible actions
which she took."
"That'satypicalcase,"accordingtoBrowne. "Moreoftenthan
not women go to jail and get
long term sentences for killing

resources
for abusive
women situations.
to facilitate
escape
from
When Browne opened her
discussion with the audience,
she was met with a concerned
and disbelieving audience.
"Our prisions are filled with
victims," commented one male
student.
Browne reinforced the power
we have as voters to support
legislation, which will create
and enforce laws protecting
battered victims.

abo!:eof~r;g~~~ensheinterviewed for her book, 42 had
killed their intimate abuser. The
11 cases she describes in "When
Battered Women Kill" end in

re!~~~=si::a~fae:i:~~h:e:%~
en who have made the decision
to leave their abusive partner.
Browne praised shelters such
as "A Safe Place" in Portsmouth

theAccording
woman being
to convicted.
Browne, the
difference between women who

which provides
hour crisis
counseling
and24support
for
women abused by their partners,

CHRONIC ILLNESS SUPPORT GROUP: Mondays , Conference Room, Health Services, 7-8 :3 0
p.m.
OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS: Tuesday, Conference Room, 2nd Floor, Health Services, 1-2 p.m.
MEETINGS

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION MEETING: All are welcome to weekly meetings. Tuesdays,
Room 212, Ham/Smith, 12:40-1:15 p.m.
MEETING OF STUDENT COMMITTEE FOR
BLOOD BANK: To discuss plans for Christmas
bloos drive. Tuesday, November 21, 12 Dover Road,
Durham, 7 p.m. Anyone interested is invited or
call 868-2753 after 8 p.m.
UNH JUGGLING CLUB MEETING : Open juggling for anyone who wants to learn or improve
their manipulative skills (as applied to inanimate
objects). Wednesdays, MUB, (Check at Info. Center
for Room) 7-11 p.m.

---------------------------,
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group usually experience men
who were more apt to use
threats of killing her children,
fam!lY, outside members or

realize violence against women
does not discriminate, it spans
all social classes, races, and
rel~ions.
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603/431-8319

Autumn Pond Park. Route IOI . Greenland. NH 03840
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PETTEE BROOK PLACE
(next to Scorpio's)

II NOW OPEN FOR BREAKFAST
Hours : 6 AM to 8 PM 7 days a week

I,I
1

•
868-1177
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SHOR TS
CONCERTS

"WORLD DANCE" PREMIER PERFORMANCE
_DOAH, ~ho recently signed a 4-record, worldwide rec<_)rdmg contrac_t _with the Global Pacific/CBS
label, w1ll be performrng wo,rks from their first
album, "World Dance", on Sunday November 20
8 p.m., at the IOKA Theater in downtown Exeter'.
Tickets are $10 in advance, $12 at the door $6 for
senior citizens and children and are avadable at
Exeter Music and IOKA Theater in Exeter, Rock
Bottom Records in Portsmouth, 'Durham Book
Exchange in Durham, and all Strawberries locations.
DOAH has earned recognition by the United
Nations for ~heir "Peace Tour" of the United States
and Canada. For more information call 436-8596.
ATO brothers were pumped for there blood,'. ve award. (Jill Brady photo)

Blood brothers thrive at ATO
By Marianne Moore
UNH is leading the state in
blood donor percentages and
the efforts from members of
Alpha Tau Omega (ATO) fraternity are leading the university.
For the fifth time in two
years, ATO produced the greatest numb_~r of participants of
any student organization in the
semester blood drive at the
MUB.
The brothers of Alpha Tau
Omega were the recipients of
an award from the VermontNew l:fampshire American Red
Cross for the number of pints
donated.
Brother Dave Weisser credits
A TO' s success to the idea that
the fraternity "considers giving
or working at the blood drive
a positive thing for their image."
Paul Azareen, ATO's vice
president said he chalked in
ATO's success to "motivated
brotherhood."
Chet Graham, head of Social ·
Services for ATO cited tradition.
as the key to the fraternity's
success with the blood drive.
Brother Todd Delaney said
the fraternity was consistently
successful because it is very
. competitive. ATO is a relatively
new house on campus and there
are fines for missing social
service activities, said Delaney.
However, Delaney added that
the brothers "did not really
donate because of fines or
anything else, we just like to
give."
Stearns said ATO, "has done
an excellent job" with the blood
drive and was very deserving
of their award. She also applauded the singers of ATO,
describing their music as beautiful.

Stearns has been with the
Durham Blood Drive since its
conception in 1951. She admits
she loves the blood drive in
Durham.
"I think UNH kids are great,"
Stearns said.
Stearns went on to say that
her husband died 20 twenty
years ago and the kids have
helped her through.
"I feel like they are my
family," Stearns said.
She also said "all kids aren't

SUPPORT GROUPS

-

perfect ... but I feel very strongly
about those who criticize students."
Stearns gives credit to the
townspeople of Durham and
said it has "wonderful town
volunteers but it (blood drive)
wouldn't be the same without
the kids, it's their blood drive.'.'
The next blood drive will be
for the Christmas season and
Stearns said it will begin December 5, and will feature Santa
Claus.

STUTTERING SUPPORT GROUP:
The New England Speech Services and National
Stutterin~ Project will hold the first meeting of
a stuttermg support group on Wednesday, November 30 at 7:30 p.m. at Waldron Towers Function
Ro<;>m, Green St., Dover. People who stutter and
their s_pouses, parents of stuttering children, and
other Interested people are invited, and will not
be forced to speak. For more information call New
England Speech services at (603) 749-2446.

The Difference
Behveen a Job
and a Career
You've spent years getting an education. And now
that college is almost over, you want to be sure
you start off in a place where you're able to
learn and develop professionally.
You're after a job with a future-a career.
The start you're looking for could be with AIAC,
one of the claims adjustment industry's fastest
growing and most exciting companies. We pride
ourselves on being innovative, aggressive and
different. And we're a place where exceptional
achievers can reach a high level of success.
Don't worry if you're not familiar with our business. What college never taught you, we will-in
our comprehensive six month training program
that sets the standard for our industry. There
you'll be given the background to help lead our
company into t}le future.
~Ifft.._,

j
Randy Spartichino foreshadows blood drives yet to come.

A future where success is unlimited. And the
potential rewards are outstanding.

(fil~ photo)

Spectacular
Panoramic

We'll be on campus Wednesday, December 7
to discuss the excellent career opportunities available with our dynamic organization. So if you'd
like to discover the differenee AIAC can make in
your career, stop by the Career Placement office
and schedule an appointment to meet with our
College Recruiter.

,

~ =,
_-· ./ ~ ; --~,_:~ ~~~

NU::::LIGHT
RESTAURANT

... Of the Light House, Maine's rocky coastline and the Atlantic Ocean.

All of this while you dine on the freshest and finest of menu selections.

* LOBSTER * STEAKS * SEAFOOD
* SUNDAY, BRUNCH * COCKTAILS
* LUNCHEONS
* CHILDREN'S MENU * DAILY SPECIALS
Nubble Road, Off Scenic Rte lA
THXS SPA.CR PAID FOR DY THK CAHPU&
CRUSADB AGAINST CHR1ST

Thursday Night
Senior Citizens
Eat for $6.95
includes all new Salad Bar

York Beach, Maine
1-207-363-4054

OPEN YEAR ROUND
,
M-F 4-9
Closed Tues. & Wed.
SAT 12-9
SUN 11-8

Friday Fish Night
Fried or Broiled
All You Can Eat
$8.95 (includes Salad Bar) .

Or, if you prefer, send your resume and salary
requirements to: Roseanne Piano, College Recruiter,
AIAC, 50 So. Clinton Street, E. Orange, NJ 07018.
An equal opportunity employer.

(AIACJ
A member company of AIG
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·-. A defe nse against canc er
can be cook ed up in you r kitchen.
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Fruits, vegetables, and whole- ·
grain cereals such as oatmeal, bran
and wheat may help lower the risk
of colorectal cancer.
Foods high in fats, salt- or
nitrite-cured foods like ham and
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There is evidence that diet
and cancer are related. Some ·
fish and
· foods may promot e cancer, while
-types of sausages smoked by tradiothers may protect you from it.
. . . . . .. . ... . . .•. · tional methods should be
Foods related to lower.··>jf/L:/··.: : •:~:i>t/:>•.if\\:.::::;:)·. ·.:. . /./ eaten in moderation.
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1s 1n cantaloupes, peaches,
- broccoli, spinach, all dark
green leafy vegetables, sweet
potatoes, carrots, pumpki n,
winter squash and tomatoes,
citrus fruits and brussels
sprouts.
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thumb is cut down on
fat and don't be fat.
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Weight reductio n may
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ll lower cancer risk. Our
11
.
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12-year study of nearly a
· -Ati;, million Americans uncove red
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C \ help reduce the risk
overweight.
of gastrointestinal
Now, more than ever, we
)
and respiratory know you can cook up your own
tract cancer are defense against cancer. So eat
cabbage, broccoli,
healthy and be healthy.
brussels sprouts,
No one faces
kohlrabi, cauliflower. cancer alone.
AMERICAN
~ CANCER
ISOCETY®
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CREDIT

(continued from page 3)

(continued from page 2)
the bill at the end of each month,
and end up paying the finance
charges.
Banks start students at a low
monthly credit limit, but with
a good record, the limit will be
raised. Most credit limits start
at either $300 or $500.
· The hope is that students will
spend more money at increasing
finance charges, according to
Citibank. Through the use of
credit cards, students are establishing their credit line, and
banks are gaining customers.
"Having a card, you are always in debt, but the convenience is worth it," Johnson said.

BUTTS .__

1

(continued from page 3)
in December, so I don't care,' '
he says.
The Smokeout's emphasis on
quitting has not had an effect
on him, Nadeau claims. "Nobody's said anything to me," he
says.
Referring to the "Adopt-aSmoker" program, Nadeau expresses a little disappointment.
"I was kind of hoping to get
adopted," he says.
He is unconcerned about the
Surgeon General's numerous
warnings about the dangers of
smoking, such as lung cancer
and emphysema.
"It's more of a non-caring
attitude about the future. I'm
part of the 'live for the moment'
crowd," he says.
"A lot of my friends smoke,"
he says, but he agrees that thene
don't seem to be many smokers
at UNH, at least in public
anyway.
"There's a new generation
of people at the university
concerned about their health,"
Nadeau says, adding that he used
to be one of them.
Despite his commitment to
the much-maligned "cancer
sticks," Nadeau says, "I respect
everybody's right to breathe the
kind of air they want to
breathe.';
Nadeau calls his habit a
"diversion." He says he can
identify with a bum on a street
corner, smoking a cigarette and
drinking whiskey out of a paper
bag.
Not exactly everyone's idea
of paradise, but to each his (or
her) own.

three of the six charges filed is
university dismissal.
The bylaws of this semester's
new conduct system provide for
a preliminary hearing. If sanctions are agreed upon at such
a hearing, a formal conduct
board hearing is not needed.
'Tm really happy that it didn't
go to a conduct board hearing,"
Gamble said. "We wanted to sit
down and talk in a nonconfrontational manner, instead
of going straight to hearing."
Doricko was not as plea-sed
with the conduction and outcome of the case, but said he was
glad it was handled in preliminary meeting instead of going
on through the judicial conduct
board system, which he called
"ambiguous and inquisitional."
" They ( the Brotherpeace
marchers) approached the meeting emotionally rather than
logically," Doricko said.
Doricko said he would have
fought the charges harder if he
were not graduating in De cember and was leary of being
dismissed from school.
"I agreed to the sanctions
because I felt it would be a waste
of time to pursue it further,"
Doricko said, adding, "I didn't
want to get into an unreasonable
agreement with them, because
they' re very intolerant of other
people's conflicting views."
Dan Fasciano, a student condµct board judiciary advisor, said

SCHOLARSHIPS
AVAIIABLE
·ng for a scholarip? Air Force RITTC has
two- through four-~ scholarships
that can c<Ner tuition and other expenses,
plus $100 per academic month, tax free
Find out if }OU qualify.

UlllVfltSITY .or new HHf1PSHlltf
10Hf1 ~ 6PM, DfCfMBfH I &2, 1966
GHHrtITf STHTf Hoon, ncnOHIHL union

.-•1111111111111111111111111iiiiiiiiiiiiil-----------

STRAF FORD PLACE
~i

STUDENT

RENTALS

Newly renovated and furnished,

STRAFFORD PLACE

offers the following features:
• Single and double occupancy rooms.
• Electric heat with individual thermost~ts.
• Kitchenettes in each unit.
• Telephone and television jacks in rooms.
• Cable tv available .

STRAFFORD PLACE is located at the edge of the
campus, within a short walking distance to
classrooms.
For rental information, call
868-2192.

10-14 Strafford Avenue, Durham, New Hampshire 03824

CAPT GREG MESERVE
"APPLICATIONS BEING ACCEPTED"
862-1480

Leadership Ex:ellfflce Starts Here

CONT ACT LENS SALE

~~~ CE::E
FAMILY VISION
CENTER

53 Main St.
Durham, NH

HOLIDHY
CHHrrs rHIH

• Attractively furnished and ~ir conditioned
patio room for comfortable studying.

UNIVERSIT Y

868-10~2
868-1092

both sides of the case may not
have been as understanding to
the other's viewpoints as they
could have been, but that the
meeting gave them a chance to
communicate.
"Maybe something good did
come out of it," Fasciano said.
"It spread awareness--maybe
he'll bring something back to
others who are not understanding about these issues."
Curry said, "I could have seen
his opposition if th{s were a
controversial political issue, but
with rape, I didn't think there
was another side to argue."
Doricko said his "assertiveness" was misinterp.refed by the
marchers as a violent threat.
"This is a free country, and
freedom of speech and action
should be allowed as long as it
doesn't directly harm others,"
Doricko said.
"Hardly anyone has a spine
to stand up for the other side
of an issue like this," he added.
Flo Reed, another marcher
who brought charges against
Doricko, said the object of the
sanctions was not punishment,
but rather help and education.
"We wanted to help him to
have more respect for women,
which he obviously lacks," Reed
said.
"Maybe he'll just sit there in
counseling and not let anything
sink in at all, but we want to at
least try to help him," she said.
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DAILY WEAR

2/$49

EXTENDED WEAR
AND COLORS

2/$79
JOHN CLEESE JAMIE LEE CURTIS KEVIN KLINE MICHAEL PALIN

FOR A LIMITED TIME CHOOSE FROM
BAUSCH & LOMB, HYDROW, CIBA, AND
COOPER VISION (R EPLACEMENTS ONLY)
•PROFESSIONAL FEES CARE KITS, AND LENSES FOR A STICMATISM
NOT INCLUDED
•NOT VALID ON PRIOR ORDERS

--------------- -----------~-------~------83
• OFFER EXPIRES DEC. 24, 1988

Personalized Vision Car'e for the Entire Family

•COMPREHENSIV E EYE EXAMS
•CONTACT LENS SPECIALISTS
•COMPLETE EYEGLASS SERVICE

Pairs only

Office Hours: Mon. - Tues. - Thurs. - Fri. 9 - 5

OR. ALIE
OR. MENARD
Optometrists

Vision Insurance
Plans Available

=

2:50
12:50

~~gg

.'. -.. ·
A COMEDY CLASSIC! ;,.
· .·

Walld "

SALLY FIELD

PUNCH
LINE
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Random Writin s
Gen Eds are dumb
GAIL ROBERTSON

They cause headaches, backaches, loss of sleep
and worst of all lower your GPA. If your haven't
already guessed, I'rn writing about General
Education Requirements. Those nasty 11 (or is
it 10) courses you must take even if you plan never
to use the math you'll be taught in that 400 level
course.
My toughest and most demanding courses are
my Gen Ed's. In the past three semesters they
seem to be all I've taken. I can't declare a major
because I've had too many Gen Ed's that allow
no space for experimenting with prospective
majors. In those seven or eight areas, there are
at least three areas where the courses listed usually
don't interest to me. If they do interest me, I need
to take prerequisites for them, or, in some cases,
I need to sign up for the course two weeks before
I get my registration form.
Even if you've already declared a major, Gen
Ed's get in the way. If a Gen Ed is also a requirement
for your major, it can't be applied as the Gen Ed
it is. You have to pick another course in that area
which you don't need for your major, and most
likely won't like ... but you'll need it someday, right?
As it stands right now, I have to declare a major
by the end of next semester. Because I wanted
to get my Gen Ed's over with, I haven't been able
to persue the major which has interested me prior
to declaring.
Right now, there is only one major that I find
both interesting and available for me--English.
It is the one major you can declare at almost any
point without prerequisites, except maybe Freshmen English, which you have to take. Lucky for
me, huh? I like English and wouldn't mind majoring
in it, but a few more options to choose from wouldn't
have been bad either.
Why do we have to pick a course( s) from each
section as long as we take eleven courses from
the list? I don't think that every Gen Ed needs
to be fulfilled. I can't seem to find a Historical
Perspectfves course thaf inspires me eno_ugh to

put it down on my registration form. History doesn't
interest me and never has. It even scares me to
put one down as an alternate. Imagine my fear
if I actually had to take it in place of a much more
exciting Gen Ed like Finite Math. I've waited this
long to take it in hopes that it will be cut out of
the program. I'm paying fCi>r my education. Why
pay for a course that is going to lower my G.P.A.
as well as bore me?
Why do they force us to take these courses?
I realize their job is to create a well-rounded
education for the students in the Liberal Arts
school, but our job is to choose an area and
concentrate on it. If we are constantly being told
"get your Gen Ed's out of the way," everyone will
be in the same position I'm in. I've finished almost
all my Gen Ed's, sufficiently lowered my G.P.A.
and now can't decide on a major because of them.
Let us take classes that interest us. Let us choose
our own courses. If we have to take required
courses, keep them basic. Why are there 600 level
courses offered as Gen Ed's? By/the time you get
to that level you've filled the Gen Ed for that section
anyway.
Instead of setting up these requirements, maybe
our advisors could help students set up their
schedules with courses that strike interest as well
as giving them a broad education. Explain to the
student what courses are needed for certain majors
and what courses would be helpful to take in general
terms. For instance, I don't think an English major
is really going to need calculus. So why should
they be forced to take it? They might need general
math, but that probably isn't offered as a Gen Ed.
Within the first two years of college we are
expected to decide what we want to do with our
future. We're expected to learn to be adults. With
fewer restrictions maybe we could put our future
into our-own hands.

are invited to an Open House to expbe rareer opportunities on Sunday,
Nc,,iernber -20th, 1988 from lp.m.-5p.m. in
the Conrad Conferenre Center.
• Hear about oor Noning oppm1nnities for Graduate Nunes
• Explore our benefit pad<age
• learn about our temporary housing
opoollS
• Tour our hospital
Jwoor students are al.'ll invited to attend
and expk>re our summer extemship

program.

Refreshments will be seMd.
For ID(ft iofonnation, oootact: Peraoooel Semresi Conoord Hospital, 250
Pleasant St., Conoord, NH 03301;

225-271f,

ext.

3700.
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(continued from page 1)
McGann said many times an many people don't understand
"During the day we have warrant."
-=..."":':
individual is to blame, yet a the processes of getting it back.
decibel reading checks," said
People do not see tQe UNH
---~'-::
whole fraternity suffers.
McGann. ttAfter 11, it's a noise police as your typical police
"They ignore procedures,"
violation if in the opinion of force. Dean spoke on what the
Dwyer said. "You have to reapp:.::
"If you live ·in a fraternity, 1y for your license when it is
the officer it is too loud."
UNH police is and what their •-••i;_~•■•■•■•■••••----•••■•■•■.,_llli_ii=-i·iii"~"
you're not protected," McGann revoked."
"If there's a noise violation role is on campus and in the
said. "We'd like to go after the
in Durham and the officer is met town of Durham.
individuals but if we can't we'll
"Today I sent someone to jail
at the door, he'll generally deal
CHEMISTRY TUTOR
"There is no difference bego ~fter the house.
for driving after having his
with the person at door if noise tween other police forces and
"I don't think the house license revoked."
is take care of," McGann said.
us," Dean said. "We are recogGeneral-organic come up to
should suffer."
Kathleen Dwyer called DWI
According to Dean, if it is too nized by the state of New
speed, get ahead, or stay afloat
"one of the biggies."
loud, that is "probable cause," Hampshire as a police force."
in chemistry!
Another major issue was
and the officer can go in.
Despite this, since Durham
whether or not a person has the
According to Dwyer, when
This brought up the issue of is a college town, their situation Experienced PHD scientistright to refuse a Breathalyzer arrested for DWI, you can lose
teacher can help you achieve
what allows the police to enter is going to be unique.
test.
- your license for anywhere from
someone's residence.
"You're in a fishbowl at the ·the results you want. All ages
90 days to a year. You have to
"An officer can go in on university," said Tom Dwyer. and levels. Affordable, and
"Legally, you don't have to enter an alcohol program, which
prob~ble cause," Tom Dwyer "A lot of things that people are group rates available. Call
take· the Breathalyzer," said can be expensive. Also,
your
said. "Instances of this nature arrested for here probably Debra Saez at 1-508-373-6548.
. Tom Dwyer. "However, failure insurance company is notified,
would be if he sees something wouldn't be arrests in Ports- • - - - - - - - - - - to take the test upon being asked so your rates go up.
such as an underage-looking mouth. An underage drinker
is a motor vehicle violation. The
person with a beer standing may not be arrested in Concord,
.-.If driving-afte-r a DWI conRegistry of Motor Vehicles will
inside the door. Also, if the but since the UNH police see
automatically take away your viction, you do seven days in
owner gives consent, the police this every day, they arrest
license for three months."
jail," said Dwyer. "It is an
officer doesn't need a search peopl~."
Dwyer said that people are enhanced penalty offense. If you
not required to take the field are picked up any time within
SCREENPRINTERS:
sobriety test, either, but that the next seven years, you'll do
the fact that they refused will another seven days in jail."
Expe_rienced screenprinters wanted. 1-5 yrs experience preferred.
be taken into consideration
"You also lose your license
Excellent pay starting $6-9.30/hr or salaried with benefits. Part or
when there is a trial.
for three years at that point."
full titne. Please send resume ro: Reifer's East, Inc. 161 Portland Ave.,
According to Kathleen DwyOne student asked what conUnit 1, Dover, NH 03820. Call 743-4763 or 1-800-274-3337.
er, after losing their license, stituted a noise violation.
CSCW. INC
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________.(con~!?o!1!e
into fixing the injuries.
"They (the physicians) coneluded that the best cure for a
crushed skull in a motor vehicle
accident," said Nader, "is prevention."
The same success and conclusions must be made in medicine,
said Nader.
For these measures to be
accomplished, Nader said it is

ranee company is picking up the
hospital bill the patients become
lazy over the details. Extra fees
and payments for services never
rendered are not contested by
the patient who is not paying.
Ninety percent of the time
the hospitals benefit from mistakes on the bill, he added,
"coincidentially."
Nader said he was against

~:;;:z
!£~:s\:~'r.'i!':~~te:":otci~ ~~t~~gd:~=nd~it~n;~
~1;'
rice suits against doctors. Even
humanitarian reforms.

1
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"The way the medical profession is misdeployed is probably worse than the way the
legal profession is misdeployed," said Nader. "They're
not where the action is."
Too many doctors are concerned in gaining wealth, power
and prestige rather than helping
to better the world, he said. The
few who have unselfish motives
perform wonders, he added.
"I want to see some crusading
doctors, some more of them. I've
seen a few of them and they've
done great work," said Nader.
"We don't have that kind of
fervor in this country. I'll wait
to make some of these comments till the end so that I can
make my way out the door."
"We don't give enough attention to those who reach the
highest Hjppocratic ideals," he
said.
One area that deserves review
is the rising insurance costs for
doctors, said Nader. He said
third party payment plans allows some doctors to make extra
money from insurance compan-

}~! :if1~~~~~~ng up premiums

Nader said when the insu-

though the settlements increase
premiums, he said he was strongly opposed to a referendum
-turned down in Florida. This
referendum would have limited
the settlement given by a jury
toaplaintiff inanycasetounder
$100,000.
"Some of those doctors make
$100,000 in three months without any pain and suffering," said
Nader.
Nader said most complainants do not get any compensation and there should not be a
cover-all cap. The insurance
companies are not being as
cleaned by the lawsuits as they
claim they are being, he added.
The solution to the malpractice crisis lies within the ability
of the doctors, not in the cases
their patients bring upon the
negligent ones, said Nader.
''I've had educated people
come up to me and say, "What
are you going to do about the
malpractice crisis?'" said Nader.
"To which I reply, stop malpracrice."
Nader's lecture in the Granite
~!~::ao?:t~et~~~ui
lecture series.
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WINTER GETAWAY SPECIALS
OCTOBER Thru MARCH
*Choice of room
*Private bathrooms available
*Cable T. V.
*All 'You Can Eat' Break/ast
*Free Parking
Function Room Available for up to 50 people
Business Meetings, Weddings, Showers, etc.

Includes:

Fine Selections of Menus:
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner

DURHAM'S NEWEST LODGING FACILITY

COUNTRY HOUSE INN

n
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& CHRISTMAS/CRAFT SHOPPE
Rte. JO~ St.;geco.;c/; Rd. Dur/J.;m_, N.H.
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Dual 3.5" 720K
Floppy Drive Model

$1299
20MB Hard Disk Model

$1799
ZENITH INNOVATES AGAIN -WITH TH1S NEW BATTERY-DRIVEN SUPERSPORT™---TO TAKE YOU
FROM COLLEGE TO CAREER.
Small, lightweight, flexible and economical. Ideal for spreadsheets, word processing and more. That's
the new SupersPort from Zenith Data Systems- today's leader in battery-operated portables.
FLEXIBLE COURSE SCHEDULE. Whatever your agenda, the SupersPort's modular configuration easily
adapts to your computing style. With a detachable battery for easier portability. An AC adapter/recharger
that plugs into any outlet. MS-DOS® to run virtually all PC/XT compatible software. And 640K RAM - ·
expandable to 1.64MB with EMS. Plus the SupersPort comes in your choice of dual 3.5" 720K floppy drive
or 20MB hard disk models. For flexible desktop performance anywhere on campus.
CARRY SOME GREAT HOURS THIS TERM. Hours of battery power, that is. For greater productivity
everywhere your studies take you. Thanks to Zenith's comprehensive Intelligent Power Managementa system that lets you control how yoLr battery power is consumed. So you won't waste valuable energy
on components and peripherals not in use.
EASY COLLEGE READING. The easiest. After all, the SupersPort features Zenith's renowned dazzling
backlit Supertwist LCD screen for crisp text and superior readability. And its CRT-size display is one-third
larger than most competing portables for enhanced viewing. The screen even tilts back 180-degrees so it
lies flat to accommodate a desktop monitor.
TO CATCH THE NEW SUPERSPORT PORTABLE PC AT ASPECIAL STUDENT PRICE, VISIT YOUR ZENITH
DATA SYSTEMS CAMPUS CONTACT TODAY:

Student Reps.
Warner Jone~ .
. 868-5910
Bryan Martineau

862-2074

w1r• data
systems
THE QUALITY GOES 1N BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON•

PC XT is a registered trademark of IBM Corp. MS-DOS is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corp.
Special pricing offer good only on purchases directly through Zenjth Contact( s) listed above by students,
faculty and staff for their own use. No other discounts apply. Limit one portable personal computer per
individual in any 12-month period. Prices subject to change without notice.
Form No. 1392
© 1988, Zenith Data Systems
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KING
(continued from page 1)
Elect Judd-Gregg has stated that shire for Dr. King, will take
he is against a holiday.
time.
While speaking at UNH in
"That's so far away," Carroll
October, Gregg was .asked how said. "We're trying to go slow.
he felt about having a holiday A change can only be revolu- in honor of Dr. King.
tionary. We're a long way from
"I don't happen to think that racial recognition. We're going
our society can take another day for awareness."
off," Gregg said. "I .support it
"Nothing is hopeless,"
on Sunday. Sunday is also better Griyose said. ·" People should
because he was a reverend. stand up for what is right."
Probably, he would have wanted
it that way."
These comments by Gregg
have drawn an angry response
from student leaders.
Sophomore Thami Griyose,
a member of the Black Student
Union, said he feels Gregg's
comments "are even worse than
totally not supporting the day
in the first place. It just shows
how much disrespect he has for
our cause."
Rebecca Carroll, President
of the Black Student Union, said
Gregg's comments are the ethos
of New Hampshire and the
university. She said that these
attitudes have been cultivated
throughout UNH and the state,
which says Martin Luther King
was a good man but nothing
should be done to honor him.
"It's very sad," said Carroll,
"It's just going to be a longer
race to run. It's just putting the
miles on the track."
"He's just trying to skate away
from it because this is a conserTo get a score that
vative state," Rose said. "It's
you'll be thankful for, call!
garbage to say the U.S. economy
would crumble or to even round1-800-332-TEST
ly infer that."
While Gamble and Rose are
optimistic about the prospects
N.H. classes enrolling
of a holiday to honor Dr. King,
now.
members of the Black Student
Union feel that goals, such as
getting_a holiday in New Hamp-

OPENS NOVEMBER 18TH

MONDAY NIGHT
FOOTBALL
at the

OY-CLUB SPORTS BAR .
*Five T. V.s*
Steamed Hot Dogs Only 50~
Game Special!
from

9 to CLOSE

.421 Central Ave. Dover.
742-0747

For More lnformation:Contact the Officer Selection Office, Orchard Park, Suite
A-9, 875 Greenland Road, Portsmouth, NH CT3801 or by calling 603 436-0974. Office
hours 8 AM to 5pm Monday through Friday.
·

RA \\1/ BAR & G R I LL
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WOODY ALLEN'S

ANNIE .· BALL
::z::

FRIDAY Night at goo & 1ooo
8
In the MUB PUB
P=1 $2 for students $4 for non-students
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EXECUTIVE POSITION NOW
OPEN!

This Sunday Nov. 20, 1988
6:00 pm

Concepts to be approved·

The New ·Hampshire
Safe Rides

BUSINESS MANAGER
for next semester!

cg:Mf}
for information contact:
* A concept is the state of purpose of the organization.
For more info contact: George Yfantopulos
862-1494

ERIC STITES or GE()RGE GAVUT.IS
at the SCOPE office!
(Room 146 MUB)

The Key To Much More
Than Your Room
It's the University of New Hampshire Telephone
Directory. And it's your key to all the products
and services in the entire UNH community.
Because it's the only complete student,
faculty and staff white pages directory. And
it contains a classified NYNEX Yellow Pages
section. So you'll know where to buy personal
care products from mouthwash to makeup ... clothing
from T-shirts to sweat socks ... and food from pizza to
popcorn. Now you can shop around town without even
leaving your dorm.
Copies have been distributed throughout campus. So
you'll easily find information about community and
emergency services as well as phone numbers for University departments and residence halls. Best of all, the
directory is free-so it fits right into your budget.
The UNH Telephone Directory is one book you'll open
again and again this semester. Because if you want to
know where to go and what to do in the UNH area, it,'s
required read in~.
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Editorial
King deserves recognition
This January, the members of the New
Hampshire State Legislature have a chance
to redeem themselves from a shameful
position of bigotry. Last year, a bill which
would have declared Martin Luther King
(MLK) Day a state-wide holiday was
presented to the politicians on NH' s capitol
hill. But the bill failed to pass by one vote,
leaving New Hampshire in the disgraceful
company of Montana, South Dakota, Idaho,
Hawaii and Wyoming.
These six states alone fail to acknowledge
the remarkable achievements made by King
as the leader of the civil rights movement.
In the face of white oppression, he dedicated
his life to non-violent protests for black
equality. King was only 39 years old when
he was assassinated in 1968. Sadly, his

Critic
To the Editor,
This letter is in opposition of
your choice for a "music" critic. The
choice of Arthur Lizie as a so called
"reviewer" is a more than drastic
error on the part of The New
Hampshire. In all the reviews I've
read by this man I have yet to
determine what kind of music he
actually likes. Does he even enjoy
music? I can respect his choice of
listening material. But I wish he
would respect others as well. What
The New Hampshire needs is a real
critic. One that will not insult any
musicans' works of music. One that
will give his opinions about the
piece but will keep his personal
quirks to himself.
In reference to his "review" of
Ozzy Ozbourne's new album, he has
out done himself. I've never come
across anyone who insults others
as much as Mr. Lizie. I for one would
like to see Mr. Lizie play such pieces
that he openly critizes. Does he even
know the difference between the
E-note and a F-note? What are his
qualifications for this position? I
mean, I listen to a lot of music every
day, but I don't go around critizing
others' choice of music.
Finally, I'd like to address this
to the so-called critic himself. Real
men Mr. Lizie do not critize the
dead. I also am willing to bet that
Randy Rhoads could play the guitar
better than anyone you listen to.
Jim Poisson
·
P.S. My mental age exceeds 12, does
yours? Also Zakk Wylde is an
extremely talented guitarist and
unless you can match him, I'd
suggest you shut-up!

Smith Hall
To the Editor:
I would like to report a few
disgusting acts of outrageous stupidity that have occurred at the
expense of Smith Hall International
Center since the beginning of the
semester.
It is the tradition of the Smith
Hall Council to hang flags from all
over the world from the windows

"dream" for freedom and equality for all
races remains merely that in a state with
as much diversity as the Vatican.
Continuing to carry the bigoted flame
is governor-elect Judd Gregg. During a visit
to our campus this past October, Gregg
was asked by a student if he would support
making MLK Day a state-wide holiday.
Gregg's reply was a classical example of
racial disrespect and indifference toward
equality:
"I don't happen to think that our society
can take another day off."
Gregg did suggest that having MLK Day
on a Sunday would be acceptable, especially
since -"Martin Luther King was a preacher"
and "probably would have wanted it that
way." This condescending solution is

as a welcome to all new and
returning students on opening day.
These fl:;igs were on loan from the
International Student Office and
entrusted to Smith Hall. This year,
several flags were stolen and must
now be replaced with Smith Hall
funds. As a result of this, the dorm
will be unable to use the flags again
during the International Food
Luncheon and Spring Fiesta. Replacement costs for these flags are
relatively expensive and will deplete
Smith Hall funds enough to cut back
on some valuable international
programming.
On Wednesday, November 16,
at approximately 5:00 a.m., Smith
Hall experienced a second theft.
You may recall a large banner
stretching across the front of the
building announcing the upcoming
International Food Luncheon on
November 18th. This banner is no
more.
The loss of these flags and
banner puts an extra burden on
Smith Hall residents in their effort
to provide cultural activities and
education to the entire University
community.
Any return or information regarding these items would be
greatly appreciated ... no questions
asked.
Sincerely,
Laurie Horton
Smith Hall R.A.

Ad Hoc
To the Editor:
I'm writing this letter as a
member of the Ad Hoc Site Review
Committee for new student housing. As many of you realize, because
of recent controversies, President
Haaland established a group to
review the original eleven sites and
look at other University land. After
we explore all possible avenues,
the committee will make recommendations to the president for new
housing.
The members of the Site Review
Committee are: Roger Ritvo, Dean
of School of Health Studies (chairperson); Thomas Fairchild, Dean
of School of Life Sciences and
lAgriculture!; Bill Condon, Chair-

person of Department of .A nimal
and Nutritional Sciences; Lio.coin
Peirce, Department of Plant Sciences; Ted Howard, Department of
Forest Resources; Linda Sprague,
Whittemore School; Robert Houston, Department of Physics; Kathleen McCarthy, Department of
Psychology; Wendy Hammond,
Student Senate; Karen Polak, Student Senate.
Prese_n tly, the committee is reviewing all of the origianl sites to
make the best recommendation on
a location(s) for new student housing. The committee has seen and
walked all the areas and is in regular
consultation with the University's
campus planners. We, as a committee, need to know what current uses
and other effects of the eleven sites.
1. Near the Undergraduate
Apartment Complex
2. Oyster River/Mill Road
Area
3. Horticulture Farm Area
4. O'Kane Farm Area
5. Back of A-lot Area
6. Foss Farm Area
7. Mast Road/Old Reservoir
Area
8. Current Dairy Complex
9. Main Street Across from the
Dairy Complex
10. Edge of College Woods
11. Downtown Area - Rosemary Lane
The committee invites input
from the University community if
anyone does know of any uses or
effects of those lands. If you would
like more information or have
comments, please contact me,
Wendy Hammond, at the Student
Senate Office at 862-1491 or any
committee member.
Thank you,
Wendy Hammond

Mess
To the Editor,
Rules and regulations at this
University are pretty lenient, at
least in the way they are enforced.
This is an advantage to students,
but this advantage is badly misused.
I live in Christensen Hall. It's a nice
place during the week, but on the

appalling. It seems _our new governor has
pw: a price tag on King's worth ... a Sunday
flea market only.
This callous, intolerable attitude of
Gregg'.s only confirms arguments that
racism festers beneath the cold Yankee
surface of smiling ivory faces throughout
this state. New Hampshire should come
out of the dark ages and realize what the
word "free" on their license plate means.
MLK Day exists as a holiday for 88
percent of the country. The subcutaneous
discrimination which occurs daily throughout the economic, political and social levels
of the state may never cease to exist. At
least in January the legislature can take
a first step away from this hateful ignorance
~nd take a step toward liberation.

weekends it becomes a dump. This
clean it up. Sooner or later you'll
is because the housekeeping staff have to accept this reponsibility,
goes home and there is no one to , ~why not make it sooner?
clean up after us. College is a time
Jay Doty
when we must learn to accept our
reponsibilities. It's a good time to
have fun, but we have to learn not
to abuse our privileges. I don't know
how many times I have gone into
our bathroom to see a mess, trash
on the floor and vomit in the sinks.
If this isn't our reponsibility whose
is it? We just can't leave it for
someone else. Make some effort
and take out y_~ur trash. If you vomit,

Letters conti_n ued on page
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University Forum
Is an honor
code needed?

l Como se cominuca?
How will you communicate?
By Rick Vines
By writing this article, I am expecting the
concerned parties to be quite upset. But I feel the
University community should be informed on this
important issue. Therefore, let's discuss the "trip
to El Salvador" presented in Friday's edition of
The New Hampshire.
Safety is an important issue for this group of
interested students and was discussed in the article,
but there is another crucial aspect that seems to
have been overlooked. With this form of crosscultural interaction, how will the Spanish-speaking
people of El Salvador and English-speaking students
of UNH converse? It to me is such a basic question.
A mi lo que me interesa es que hay un grupo de
estudiantes, interesados en la polftic a y vida
hispanoamericana, que quieren visitar a este pais.
Ellos hablan sino ingles. Si estos estudiantes ,
realmente quieren creer vfnculos poderosos entre
los dos pueblos, podrian comonicar en el idioma
del pa(s visitado.
If the above paragraph seems a bit foriegn, how
would it feel at a day_-to-day, hour-to-hour, minuteto-minute reality? Creating ties and bonds of
friendship between UNH, the U.S., at;1d El Salvador
is a noble idea indeed, but to create bonds between
a campesino and a UNH student, by means of a
translator, is not the correct way. Concerned students
considering this program should definitely have
a strong working knowledge of the Spanish language
in order to promote any alliances or caring attitudes,
other than merely visiting El Salvador. Let me
present a hypothetical situation:
Juan is a student at the University of El Salvador.
Most of his family has been killed by the military
and is still now trying to piece his life·back together.

In this age of cynicism about values, concern ab~ut
ethics in business and medicine, and a general belief
that the tone of politics and other events of society
are totally self-serving, we call upon the University
of New Hampshire to step forward. It is time to
introduce an honor code. We hear about cheating,
copying, and plagiarizing among those who study
at this University. There apparently are those who
do not believe it is wrong to do these things. We
feel that each student should be asked to make a
personal statement and sign an honor code. By
signing, students would indi~ate t~at they understa_nd
the rules appropriate to a university, that they realize
that cheating, copying, plagiarizing, and other
similar acts are wrong and that they will not commit
such acts.
Throughout our lives we hear that those who
cheat really cheat themselves; that is undoubtedly
true. However, it is clear that they also cheat others;
their friends, classmates, and professors. In fact,
they cheat everyone bec.ause they betray a trust.
Such behavior may not be eliminated by an honor
code but we believe it is an important step to take,
and ~o we ask all students to affirm that they will
abide by the codes and rules of the University. We
call upon the Student Senate, the Faculty Caucus,
and the administration to actively persue the
introduction of such a code. It would be an honorable
deed.

kc. .~ -

~o/don A. Haaland

Gordon A. Haaland is the president of UNH.
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By Elan Toontje Biscor~et
The other night I was painting at the Paul Creative Arts Center(PCAC) and decided to head down
to Karl's for some late night nourishment before
heading out onto the highway back to Maine. After
waiting patiently in line for a few minutes, I decided on a box of "snotties" and a couple of "little
guys." For those not in the know, that translates
into "an order of French Fries oozing with Velveeta cheese and two hamburgers.
.
Karl, who always remembers my order did not
seem so hopping and cheerful as he has been in the
past. This did not surprise me in the least for, recently, Karl has become the latest target of the Haaland Administrationi "war on fun." The first thing
to go was beer on campus. Then the IFC and University Police tag-teamed with the New Hampshire
Liquor Commission and put a strangle-hold on the
Greek System, making only true socially active student environment go "underground" in order to retain its Bonded Diginity.
I spoke with Karl on the recent developments in
UNH policy and the latest campaign to revitalize
the Durham downtown area. He seemed disillusioned with the situation around campus but optimistic for local business renewal. With all this talk of
sm~ll business revitalization, and Durham as a

Joseph B. Murdoch is a professor of electrical engineering.
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Wendy M-~ Hammond

Wendy M. Hammond is the student body president.
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Alexafdra E. Weill

Alexandra E. Weill is chairperson of the Academic
Alfairs Council.
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Rick Vines is a Dual-degree graduating senior.

"War on fun" hits Karl's

Charles W. Owens is the interim vice president of
Academic Affairs.
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He meets Karen, a UNH student who is very
interested in helping El Salvador. But how do the
two communicate? If Karen could converse in
Spanish, and I am not talking 401-402J.Que hora
es?, Juan will most likely be more receptive to her,
that is, be more receptive to a person who has
dedicated years of her life studying the language
of Juan's -country. But, on the other hand, if English
is Karen's only means of communication, Juan may
ask himself "does -she really care?" and "If she is
so interested in my country, why hasn't she tried
to learn my language in order to talk to me?".
Now as one may have quessed from the tone of
this letter, participants on this "trip to El Salvador"
are not required to possess any background in
Spanish language learning whatsoever. How
arrogant and ethnocentric can we be? I have heard
that a "one week intensive language training session"
will be mandatory for participants, but "one week"
and "intensive" are contradictions in themselves.
As student body president Wendy Hammond
w~s quoted in Friday's article, "UNH students must
be informed in order to participate." To me, the
only base for this information is proficient Spanish
and study.of the Latin American cultures.
Earlier in the semester, I expressed my opinions
on this "trip to El Salvador" to Wendy Hammond,
and to this day have yet to receive any feedback
or information regarding it. So now I am presenting ·
the issue to the UNH community: I will be happy
to discuss this with anyone interested. My name
is Rick Vines, and my phone number is 659-2098.
I am by no means an expert, just a concerned UNH
student.

town not merely as a setting for UNH it seems to
me that now would be a strange time for the university to impose restrictions on where and when Karl
can conduct business which has served the
Durham-UNH community for some twenty-five years.
The thought of an increased University Police
presence on campus in itself does not bother me in
the least. I feel very strongly, that especially in the
dark months of winter when the sun goes down earlier and earlier each day that our parent's taxes and
all those parking violation revenues should provide
us, the student body, with a safe and secure learning environment but, to decree that Karl must shell
out cash so that during the peak hours of operation
the "big guys" can be monitored by armed police is
ludicrous.
1:00 A.M. I got ·my order and headed home. On
my way out of the parking lot I watched as two campus police cruisers pulled into the lot. My investigative sense kicked in and I turned around. Pulling up
to Karl's a moment later, the officers could be seen
outside ordering. Such is life at the ole University
of New Hampshire!

Elan Toontje Biscornet is a junior in the School of
· Art and Communications.
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Cookin' is a place where big people·can go and act like little people. You can play with the knobs ancl buttons, listen in on other people's
conversations, ask questions of your, own. And you don't have to feel that you have to buy something. Ask us about our Gift Registry, which
.
can help you intercept long underwear and magnetic window washers before they become soon-to-be-forgotten presents.
Coustic Car Stereo System
A fine sounding car stereo at a
ridiculous price .·$149

Philips 271231. 27" color TV
comes with a special.remote control which lets you stay on top of
any VCR/fV c_ombination. $729

Nakamichi OMS-IA. Elegant
compact disc play~r at an easyto-take price. $299

Whistler 600 Radar Detector
Compact. Let the cops go after
the real criminals. $119

AiwaCS-WIOO. Portable
AM/FM cassette player from the
same company that makes
Sony.$69

....'

l
..

~~-i

•

..

307 South Broadway Street
Salem, NH 03079

603-893-6200

'7

I

The Mall of New Hampshire
Manchester, NH 03103
603-627-4600

The Fox Run Mall
Newington, NH 03801
603-431 -9700

The Pheasant Lane Mall
South Nashua, NH 03060
603-888-7900

The Maine Mall
South Portland, ME04106
207-775-2899

520 Amherst Street
Nashua, NH 03063
603-880-7300
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Arts & Entertainment
Al Franken: up close and personal
By Arthur Lizie
Saturday Night Live matters.
Again. After too many unfunny,
stale years, the show ~s worth
watching. Again. One of the
reasons to stay up late is the
comedy team of Al Franken and
Tom Davis.
Franken and Davis were part
of the original SNL cast which
featured such luminiaries as Dan
Aykroyd, John Belushi, Jane
Curtain, and Bill Murray. In this
period the F&D duo created such
classic skits as The Coneheads,
the Royale Deluxe II ad ( the car
so smooth a rabbi can circumcise
a baby in the back seat), and the
Three Mile Island "Pepsi Syndrome."
During this period the duo
created perhaps the one lasting
impression of the 1980s, "The
Al Franken Decade." Sick of the
narcissicm of the 70s, of the "Me
Decade," F&D decided to invest
the power of a generation
behind one man, Al Franken.
The pair left the show in 1980
to pursue other activities. When
original SN L producer Lorne
Michaels returned to the show
in 1984, F&D also rejoined and
have been there ever since.
Franken has been seen in the
past year portraying presidential candidates Pat Robertson,
Paul Simon, and Lyndon LaRouche. Also, on the political
front, Franken recently drew
a map of the 48_ contiguous
United States while giving
running commentary on the
states' slant in the then upcoming presidential election.

Al Franken took some time
out of rehearsals for this week's
episode of SN L to answer a few
questions about his career and
his upcoming appearance at
UNH:
The New Hampshire: "How
did you team up with Tom
Davis?"
Al Franken: "We met at high
school, The Blake school in
Hopkins , Minnesota. It was
founded as a Protestant school
but they decided to let some Jews
in to keep the SAT scores up."
TNH: "Why did you decide
to work with a partner?"
AF: "To tell you the truth,
I made the decision so long ago
I don't even remember."
TNH: "How did you join the
cast of Saturday Night Live?"
AF: "It was in 1975 when the
show was beginning. There was
an agent in LA who had seen
us at the Comedy Store who sent
our material to Lorne (Michaels) and he decided to hire
us. We were the only people
hired for the show that he didn't
meet first."
TNH: "What is the major
difference between working
with the old cast and the new
cast?"
AF: "Again, it's so long ago
since it started that I have a hard
time remembering. One of the
differneces is that with the old
cast everyone became a star at
a certain point. We worked
differently. Everyone is different. Danny (Aykroyd) was someone we worked closely with,
which was different than Billy
(Murray) who we didn't work

Al Franken
very closely with. Not that we
didn't get along, we just had a
different style of working with
him. And with the new cast
working with (Jon) Lovitz is
different that working with
Dana (Carvey)."
TNH: "What made you want
to be a comedian?"
AF: "I think I went into
comedy because I enjoyed it so
much. I love being with an
audience. I thought it was the
greatest thing actually doing a
weekly variety show, neater
than the movies. When I was
younger I watched Jack Benny
and the Dick Van Dyke Show
and Bilko and Laurel and Hardy.
Then later I got into Woody
Allen and others."
TNH: "What was your most

~mbarassing moment on
stage?"
AF: "Just dying when we
were starting. The worst was
when we were still in high
school. We got a gig with the
B'nai Brith and we didn't know
it, but all the people were in
their 70s and 80s. And we had
a bad microphone and bad
lighting. Just the worst possible
conditions. And our parents
came. The biggest embarassment is just dying.
"The nice thing about it as
you get older is that you can
completely guard against dying
and you're set. It just doesn't
~appen. You play places and
situations that you know you
can handle. Not that you don't
take chances anymore, but t~e

risks ~re different, within the
show.
TNH: "How did you learn
to draw all the states?"
AF: "Literally, it was a bar
bet. Someone said 'I bet you can't
name all the states in five
minutes.' I thought anyone could
do that. I did it of course,
alphabetically, but I forgot two
and I had to go back to figure
out which ones I forgot. Then
I figured that if I had drawn a
map there was no way I could
forget a state. So I just started
doing it. I was very close to being
able to do it, then I aggresively
pursued it.
"The skit was hard because
I had to do jokes, too. I had to

FRANKEN, page 21

Music musings ...

The UNH Jazz Band. under the directing of Dave Seiler, will be performing with the UNH
Vocal Tazz ·Ensemble on Wednesday November, 30 at 8 p.m. in the Johnson Theater. The
·performt1.nce is free and open co the ublic.

By Ric L. Dube
By gosh, by golly, my first
cameo appearance inThe New
·Hampshire in months! Bue
-seriously folks, Art and Marc
'haven't gone loco coo-coo or
anything, I begged to do this
because it's Thanksgiving and
it's high time I remembered my
roots and did a favor for the little
people.
Thanksgiving is a nutty time
in my household, there's a snap
in the air, the goose is getting
fat and all that stuff. But somehow that's just not enough. The
only way I know Thanksgiving
has officially arrived is when
Uncle Dilly climbs onto the roof
of his condo and sings the latest
hit single by Samantha Fox,
whose new Jive LP, I Wanna
Have Some Fun, is our now.
Sam, the former page three
queen of all-that-is-reputablejournalism in the UK, celebrates
the release by appearing on
"Win, Lose, or Draw" next
week. But it's not all silliness,
even though she was stumped
by a picture of Arkansas, she
can't sing either.
I'm sure I'll be watching
plenty of football next week,
and lately I've been thinking a
lot about the old family football
games we used to have on
Thanksgiving Day in my Aunt
Greta's backyard .. .It just hasn't
been the same since she left us
and became The Ramones' new
drummer (their 23rd). You can
see them live, with or without

Auntie on December 10 in the
Granite State Room.
Speaking of The Ramones, ·
: since Don McLean has stopped
doing requests and only plays
"American Pie" over and over,
don't bother yelling for "Now
I Wanna Sniff Some Glue" when
you go see him perform Sunday
night. I hear he still smashes
guitars, though.
The brand new single by The
Silencers, "Answer Me," reminds me a lot of Gramma
Lickenmeister' s rackanpinion
pie; it's just the most ... University comics remind me of my
Uncle Vertolucci's grace at
dinner- well intended, but a bit
off kilter. Actually a lot off kilter.
Actually, they don't remind me
of U ntle Vertolucci at all- he
makes me laugh .. .By the way,
was that a dig at Ne.w Hampshire Arts Writer Extraordinaire Marc Mamigonian in
today's Back's Hall? See ya in
court, sonny.
The Pat Metheny Group
(Featuring Lyle Mays And More
Equipment Than Can Really Fit
On The Average Sized Stage So
They'll Probably Have To Use
A Little Bit Of The Bathroom)
will pe.rform six shows this
week at Nightstage in Cambridge. All six shows are sold
out and promise to feature brand
new material...Probably not sold
out is Bad Company's No·vember 30 performance at Boston's Orpheum Theater .. .! ha-

.NEWS, page 21
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Male dancers challenge stereotypes

work."
By Dana Blake
Ballet helps to develop better
This year's ballet section of
the UNH Dance Company con- coordination, grace and fluidity
sis ts of over 20 female ballet that can help improve a dancer's
performance in other sports,
dancers and four male dancers.
according to Robertson.
Only four guys.
"To do it well is very deceivThe UNH Dance Company
is a subdivision of the Theater ing," said Robertson.
LeBeau has a slightly more
and Dance department that
gives aspiring jazz, modern and down-to-earth way to describe
ballet dancers a chance to de- the ballet experience. "I have
velop their skills. Its major yet to wake up and not have
yearly preformance is in March. every bone in my body aching,"
· According to director of dance he said.
In fact, the heavy commitLarry Robertson, the ballet
section of the UNH Dance ment involved in ballet to work
Company currently has a 4-1 hard may account for the shortage of males in the sport. "Guys
female to male ratio.
'You get to work with people are attracted to it because they
in a way that you don't get to don't know much about this,"
in normal life," said Robertson said Margery Gray, a ballet
concerning ballet partnering, student of 16 years who hopes
or dancing with members of the to become a choreographer or
opposite sex. "It's a true mar- instructor.
Ballet may look effortless, but proves to be as demanding as any sport.
"Most guys leave after they
riage."
Faith, trust and physical learn they have to start working
reedy to an audience, and otter It just looks that way because class," admitted Pouliot. Pouliot
strength are developed between at it," according to Pouliot.
a different kind of performance it's pret'ty," said Sara Chorrey, said he first got involved in
"It's not as rewarding compartners, according to Robertsituation than found in theater. a senior who hopes to perform martial arts because he was
petively ," said LeBeau, "You
son.
"You're not re.ally playing to professic;rnally in a large city. chasing a girl in the class, and
Doug Pouliot, a male ballet have to stay with what you're
an audience," said Robertson, "There's this idea it's not a from there he became interested
dancer, said of partnering, "It's doing. It's less rewarding in an
"(You're) playing to a team." masculine thing to do."
a wonderful sense of sharing." actual masculine sense."
in dance.
According to Goodman, who
"When it comes to fun, guys
To him ballet is a "neat opporAccording to Goodman, this
LeBeau admitted that at first
also plays soccer, ballet is com- image our society promotes of he used to hope he got paired
tunity to get close to people," have a tendency to become more
petitive as well, but it is a ballet being feminine is one of up with the pretty girls, but he
but he adds, "It's not self- involved in competitive endeadifferent kind of competition. many "stupid stereotypes." As · added, "After a while it doesn't
vors," according to Robertson.
indulgent as sex."
Soccer offers more instant grat- a result of these stereotypes, matter if they' re good looking.
"It's fun because it's an ego "Dancing on the surface does
ification, while ballet offers the young girls may experience They' re still heavy ( to lift)."
trip," said Mark Goodman, who not look very competitive. They
gratification that comes from pressure to become beautiful
also said he enjoys the popu- don't see the actual fun in it
learning a difficult move.
larity that comes with being one because there's so much studballerinas.
Even the professional RoLeBeau is dissappointed in
of four guys in a company that ying in it."
Sometimes stereotypes even bertson, who is well liked and
UNH's refusal to recognize portrait male ballet dancers as highly respected by his students,
Historically, men usually
consists of over 20 women.
ballet as a sport. "There's just homosexuals, according to Good- has a story to tell of his expe"You could call it any college dance for strong religious or
as many rules if not more. It man. "If you're a male (ballet riences as a male ballet dancer.
guy's dream," said Andy LeBeau, political reasons, according to
. takes just as much dedication dancer), you're automatically ~aid he of an early preformance
another UNH male- ballet Robertson.
to master."
Men have a tendency to feel
dancer, although he admits he
assumed to be a homosexual." in his J 1 year career,•"I got to
Pressures and expectations
doesn't think of the women shyer or ~ore vulnerable in
Some of UNH male dancers kiss the girl at the end of the
from our society also account admit it was their heterosexual performance. Everyone who
initially when he thinks of his theatrical settings, said Robertfor the lack of male ballet attractions that initially got was watching fell out of their
son. Competitive sports offer
·
dancing.
dancers.
"It's a nice added thing," said male athletes a chance to <levelthem into the sport.
seats. It was fun."
u s into the
_LeBeau, '~Makes it all worth the ~~skill ~i~~~ut _pla~~ng -~i-___ "fr's not j~ ~ feminine thing.
"Girls brio

.Straub thriller
By John Shamlou

l!.~ H ~~lebrity_S~~~~ goes on! The Western Wind, an internation_'!l_~ _!cclaimed
vocal group, will be·1'p erforming with the Annapolis Brass Quintet tomorrow night in the
ohnson Theate~ at 8 p.m. To reserve tickets

Peter Straub has always been
. an inconsistent source of horror
fiction over the years. For everygood book such as Ghost Story
or Shadow/and there's a medicore one such as his collaboration with Stephen King, The
, Talisman.Every once in a while
he'll write a really awful book,
like Floating Dragon.
Straub's latest book, Koko,
could be his biggest selle; ever,
and is easily the best book he
has written. More than that, it
is one of the better thrillers to
come out in the past few years.
Straub starts us out on a
serious note, setting the opening
pages at the Vietnam Memorial
unveiling in Washington, D.C.
Here an old platoon is reunited
and realizes that a series of
. brutal murders in Southeast
Asia could only have been
committed by another member
of their platoon who still lives
in that area. Three of the four
veterans decide to chase after
the killer, not just to bring him
to justice but becuase they
understnad what he's been
going through and feel he will
turn himself in to them. The
chase, as they say, is on.
What makes Koko better
than most thrillers is that Straub
really breathes life into his
characters, showing off his
talents in a way he hasn't done
before. Although Vietnam has
been overused as a backdrop to
many action stories over the
years, Straub never falls into

the cliche trap one might expect
him to. Rather than becoming
immersed in politics, Straub
uses the Southeast Asia setting
. oo depict the destructivness and
lack of morality at the heart of
society.
I know that sounds really
heavy, but like I said, the amazing thing is that Struab pulls
it off without getting too maudlin about it all. For sure, at times
he lays the drama on a bit thick,
as we get much description of
the lead character's dying cancer
patients, dead child and failing
marriage.
Any one of the three plotlines
would have ably supported
Straub' s theme that the war may
have provided one sort of Hell,
but the peace in life can eventually lead to emptiness. The
book is full of characters mourning a void in their lives; whether
it be a lack of love or a yearning
for past glory. Straub makes us
feel for all his characters, and
his epilogue is really fine, and
lifts the book out of the constraints of the thriller genre into
a book aobut people trying to
live their lives on the rebound
from disaster.
Don't get me wrong, Koko
isn't War and Peace. It is very
much a thriller, although he
telegraphs his final plot twist
sooner than he should have. But
in the end it is Straub's care for
his characters that elevates his
book. In the end Straub has
written a book about destructiveness and people struggling
to live in the chaos of the world.
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(continued from page 19)
-

say a lot and I had to say it fast
and draw fast and talk to Dennis
(Miller, "Weekend Update"
anchor). I did ab.out as well as
I could do.
"I think it was like a juggling
routine. Everytime I've seen a .
juggler I always say that I could
do that if I just tried. But it's
very hard to do, just like a
juggling act."
TNH: "How do you feel with
the end of the "Al Franken
Decade" soon approaching?"
AF: 'Tm sort of glad it's
almost over. I got sick of it while
I was still doing it. I completely
lost perspective on why it was

funny. People ask me but I just
can't do it anymore. Someday
maybe I'll be able to approach
it again. Television is about
doing the same thing over and
over again. I like doing different
things."
TNH: "What is the format
·
of the show?"
AF: "It's not stand-up, but
more presentational. We don't
do skits, we don't do scenes, but
we do talk shows and stuff like
that. We do the "PTL-TGIF"
show with Pat Robertson. The
theme is redemption and Robertson is joine.d by another
preacher then they begin to brag

about their sexual exploits. We
have a bulimia expert and a
Chilean pasword game, a
member of Pinochet's secret
police doing free association.
We do a phone call to President
Reagan, an anti-crack rap. We
do a Question and Answer.
"We get' a lot of questions
about how to get started in show
busmess. Sometimes when people ask how I got started in show
business, just for kicks, I tell
them I went to a college show
where Lorne Michaels was appearing and I asked him how
to get started in show business
and here I am today."

NEWS
ven't seen my cousin
Bartholomew since he sold out
and joined The Escape Clubnow he's burning up the charts
·
in the wild, wild west.
Unless you already know,
UNH's gourmet dinners are
definitely the best dining experience a little bit of money
can buy. They always sell-out,
and for a darn good reason.
They' re good. Fight for tickets
to the next one, because the one
this week is, shocker o' shockers,
sold out.. .lf selling out is a trend
lately, why haven't we heard
from Night Ranger, or have we,
and I just haven't been listening?
And now, an appeal to sanity ... Please, please, please don't
let Andrew McCarthy make
any more movies, especially
with Molly Ringwald. The guy
has "dead weight" written all
over him.
It's official campers: Bob "I
Woke Last Night To The Sound
Of Thunder, How Far Off I Sat
,A nd Wondered" Seger has been

A

(continued from page 19)
proclaimed "Poet of his Gener- goony process we like to call
ation." He's older now, but still stream of consciousness ... See
runnin' ageeenst the wind.
Jesus Christ Superstar Sunday
Here's an official list of night in the Strafford Room,
Guitarists Who Are Better it's the best musical treatment
Than Randy Rhoads: Pete of the Son of God you'll see this
Townshend, Kurt Kirkwood, semester...cheap too:
Mitch Easter, Pat Metheny,
I' 11 be thinking of all this and
Jimmy "as much as I hate to more next Thursday as my Aunt
admit it" Page, Joanne Marino, Charlie carves up the white
Kenny Burrell, Alex DeGrassi, meat and mumbles something
and anybody else I forgot ... The we can't quite understand about
line up of MUSO films offered Jack Nicholson (she's been
next semester will be available doing that for ages). I'll sit and
soon and is really great- better watch the Bowl games on my
than this semester anyway. The Gramma's old Family Home
MUSO film series is a fine Entertainment Center Featurcultural oppurtunity that many ing Television, Turntable, Full
choose to pass over in favor of Capability Cassette Deck with
hanging out listening to their 8-Track and Stereophonic Hidorm run out of hot water.
Fidelity Sound. I'll eat old
Here's an upbeat item on a Halloween candy. And I'll crank
downbeat subject: The Stop the old Styx records while watching
Violence group is a new char- The R-ockettes kick up a storm
itable orgapization that is work- in front of Macy's. And I'll be
ing to well, stop the violence thinking of all of you who've
at concerts and the like: Neat .. .! helped make The Dream a
guess my Thanksgiving theme reality. Thank you.
has shot straight through one
of the several deltas in that

-v 0 u
To all those who helped Sunday for
production/security at the Jimmy ~liff concert-

Especially you guys who took time out on a Saturday
night to set .u p staging. You're a great group and.
we hope to see you all next semester .....
·

Did you think _I'd forget all the posterhangers??
Thanks to Jenna, Allison, Katie and Crayola-Worr1a11
for all your help .....

---1.:311.--a::.,,,..

-The SCOPE exec's
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Great term papers. Great-term s.
Apple's
Student Loan-to-Own
Program

'lb buy a Macintosh computer to help with your writing, ask
your parents to do some writing. On an Apple Student
Loan-to-Own application, that is. If they qualify for the loan,
they'll receive a check in a few weeks - and you'll have
a Macintosh on your desk soon after that. So stop by
and pick up an application. Do it now, before the term's over.

IBM Specials
~ Buy an IBM PS/2 Model 25 and receive a Sony Walkman

Cassette Player FREE!!!
~ Buy an IBM PS/2 Model 30/286 and receiv~ a $50.00 coupon
towards the purchase of any application software package.
~ New low IBM PS/2 Model 70 prices! Buy a 386 machine with a
60 Mb Hard Disk for $3270.00 (monitor not included.
( Mouse Houses and Mouse Pads Are

1n1)

. University Technology Center • Thompson Hall • 862-1328

L------------ -------------- ---------~---- -------------- -------------- ---J

THE OY-CLUB
W~YtH-"T t>E~ ·

SPECIA LS
...

1

Mon.-Fri. from 3 to 7 pm

LIVE
ENTERTAINMENT
Wednesday thru
Saturday Nights

JOSTENS
A

KAW BAR & l~RILL
421 Central Ave. · Dover

742-0747
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::.,___No_v._18_th_ _ _ _ Time:
Date: _ _ _-Y:_rid_a.y,

Noon tlll 4pm

:. . 6_4_M_aln_ S_t._ _ _ __
':. .us:....!....,
:. . __.!p
. . :. . : C..am
:.__::_:a.:nd---=
: . : . .n
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Place: - - - - - =T-=See your Jostens representative for winning details.
88-43l.CP50l891
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GETONTHE
TRACKTOA
SCHOIARSHIP
An Air Force ROI'C

·p may get you on the ·
right track to succes& Find out if you
qualify for tuition and other e,cpenses, plus
$100 each academic month. -Get on the
right track. Talk to:
11

...

CAPT GREG MESERVE
APPUCATIONS BEING ACCEPTED"

862-1480
ti"l.adership E,,ceUence Starts Here

COLLEGE
.GRADUATESAIM HIGH.

..

'

.. _ '

~

,ti

It's A Small World

.n

-------------------'
Smith Hall Invites

Get your career off
to a flying start!
Attend Air Force Officer
Training School,
earn a commission
and begin a rewarding career.
The Air Force offers you good
pay, complete medical care
and much more. Call

(l)

CJ)

r-t

~

0

you to our

~

....

(l)

r-t
r-t

SERGEANT DICK LEBEL
603-868-7266 COLLECT

--- -...
---•-====-RIK-...----=
..

_ _..,~-Iii- !:.. >

---

UJ
~************-*-**-..
--.
.
*
~~~~

* "ADOPTION" *
** A loving option. Teddy bears, **
! warm fuzzy blahkets and lots !
of love await your special *
*!* child.
If you are pregnant and *
considering adoption, please !
call Fran and Jim's adoption *
** advisor,
collect at (802)235- *
** 2312.
**
*
~*****~*********
*~*

======·..........
............... ---

r:

~

ATTENTION BSN
CLASS OF 1989.
· The Air Force has a special program for 1989 BSNs. If selected,
you can enter active duty soon
ofter graduation-without waiting·
for the results of your State Boards.
To qualif~ you must have an overall
2. 75 GPA. After commissioning,
you'll attend a five-month internship at a major Air Force medical
facility. Ifs an excellent way to prepare for the wide range of experi-

ences you'll have serving your

country as an Air Force nurse officer. For more information, call
SERGEANT AL BAILEY
603-433-1886/7 COLLECT

· ~

For A Minimal Change
Taste Foods From

Tbe

~

-; ~
~

~

;

_,,,,

See You There
Funded by PFO

_..

oyanbad opunw un s1
oaNnV\JON3n03d 3Nn ·nv 3SI
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Universi ·comics -.
.by Kurt Krebs

Superguy

...

HACKS HALL

'BY JOHN HIRTL El
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NOIBING IMPRESSES AN EMPLO
LIKE DROPPING OUT OF SCHOOL
E ~ YONCE IN AWHILE.

After several years of intense study, a lot of college graduates finally learn something. They're
not qualified for the job they want
· ": ·
·
·
.
.
Fact is, many graduates never find a career in their field of studi All their time.spent in study. ·
Not.enough time in the field.
,
,.
··
.·
.
'That's why there"s a nationwide program for college students called Cooperative Education.
It allows students to alternate studies at the college of their choice with paid, practical work
experience in the career of their choice.
To participate in Co-op Education you don't need to fit into any particular socio-economic
group. You don't need to be a straight "A" student either.
·
All you really need.to be, is smart enough to leave school.

CO•OD Education
You earn a future when you earn a degree.
l'!l!I For a free booklet write: Co-op Education• P. 0. Box 999 ~ B_oston, MA 02115

·

~ A Public Service of This Publication • © 1985 National Commission for Cooperative Education ·
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Letters
-

Scf:>olarships

Cliff

To the Editor,
To the Editor:
In the Novembe r 15th issue of
I read with concern in the UNH
"100 Club" Newslette r of October the New Hampshi re, Allyson
28th that a group of Universit y Schade wrote a review on the Jimmy
faculty are seeking to eliminate Cliff concert held Sunday night in
athletic scholarsh ips. This is a the field house. While she emphasnegotiati on strategy apparentl y ized the excellence of Cliffs music,
undertake n to win program funding she felt that his message of peace
requests from the current Admin- and awareness of world suffering
istration. This strategy of negotiat- was equally as important . Schade
ing is a style in which those who concluded her review of Jimmy Cliff
utilize it try to win at the expense by writing" ... he wanes us to believe
of other groups. It is a win-lose that the world can and must survive
attitude that indicates the faculty in peace. And that doesn't sound
does not feel their request for like a bad idea, does it?
What Allyson Schade chose to
funding can stand on its own merits.
The faculty's position is emotional. leave out of her review was that
Based on their limited authority, before the concert, several of Jimmy
they are proposing an extreme Cliffs band members were arrested
initial position by attacking other for possesion of cocaine. While I
, programs that are successful. This believe strongly that people have
time ,it is the scholarsh ips for , a right to do what they want with
: their own bodies, they must have
athletes.
I am not surprised that a group ! an awarenes s of who they are
would use such tactics to reach their : supportin g when they purchase
objective, survival being the mo- drugs . Drugs are responsib le for
tivaiton. I am surprised however over half of this country's murders
that the UNH leadershi p in the and cost the federal governme nt
form of Dr. Haaland would give billions of dollars--dollars that could
kgitimac y to this group. The be going to help the poor. By
changing of Haaland's previous purchasin g cocaine, Cliff's band
"wholehearted" position of support actively supporting the murderous
for the UNH athletic program to drug empires of Latin America. I
one of a willingness to cue chat very honestly wonder how former U.S.
same program all within one year drug agent Enrique Camarena, who
smacks of capitulati on. A very was found tortured and buried alive
disturbing development, to say the by Mexican cocaine barons, would
least, which causes me to believe feel about the hypocracy of Cliff's
that Dr. Haaland's committm ents call to end all suffering.
I would hope that the next time
are built on a foundation of clay.
I graduated from UNH in 1977 Allyson Schade decides to get
and had the pleasure of participat- political in her reviews, she would
ing in the intercolle giate football have the guts it takes to look beyond
program for my entire tenure. I was an entertaine r's message and see
fortunate to play with and for some what he really stands for. And
of the finest individua ls that at- maybe, someday, we can live in a
tended and worked at the U niver- world where people don't just talk
sity. I helped ocntribute to the UNH about peace, but work and live for
winning tradition and am proud it. And that doesn't sound like such
a bad idea, does it?
of the accomplis hments I and my
Sincerely,
teammate s achieved. We brought
David Dolphin
honor to the school and national
recogniti on because of UNH's
appearance in the NCAA play-offs
in '75 and '76. It allowed the school
to become a force in the Yankee
Conference which in turn generated
dollars for the school and the To the Editor,
program. This tradition continues
Although I share the general
even today with such current ath- views of Beverly Shadley and Drew
letes as Basil Jarostchu k, Doug Kiefaber on Styrofoam (The New
Ruggles, Bob Jean and Curtis Olds.
Hampshir e, 11 Novembe r 1988),
The collegiate experienc e as several statement s in their respecadvertised is not unilateral ly aca- tive articles are of questiona ble
demic. It also encompasses spiritual, accuracy. Styrofoam is exfanded
social and athletic developm ent as polystyre ne and contains only
well. Athletics, at both the intram- carbon and hydrogen atoms; thus
ural and NCAA level, is an impor- incinerat ion would not produce
tant teaching tool that in my chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) as Ms.
experienc e provided the basis for Shadley states but only carbon
my entry into the business world. dioxide and water. True, very small
However I would have NEVER had amounts of some additional chemthe chance to attend UNH and icals are sometimes used as "blowgraduate without the financial help ing agents" in the fabricatio n of ·
of the UNH Athletic Department.
Styrofoam , but reference to a .
I enjoyed attending UNH and comprehe nsive textbook and trade ·
look back with good fellings on my publicatio ns by UNH alumnus
experienc es there. My academ- Raymond Seymour (B.S. 1933, M.S.
ic/ athletic experience was beneficial 1935 ), an internationally recognized
in preparing me for the world after expert on polymers, does not list
college. However if it was not for any which are CFCs. ("Introduction
the opportun ity to participat e in to Polymer Chemistry ," McGrawthe football program, if I was not Hill, 1971, and other texts in the
afforded the financial help I re- Parsons lib'rray).
ceived from the athletic departI also question the statemen t
ment, I would never have finished made by both authors about the
college. What I learned on the field longevity of Styrofoam . Shadley
gave me the ability to be a the states that "Styrofoa m takes
person I am today and the owner hundreds of years to be biological
of my own multi-mil lion dollar broken down." The true figure is
business. For that I am grateful. perhaps less than ten years; a
It would be a shame that those who Styrofoam cup left exposed to
· will come after me should not have sunlight and frost for even a year
the same opportun ity to earn a becomes very brittle and begins to
collegiate athletic scholarhsip. For crumble rather easily.
those like myself, this was the only
I also wonder if all these disposoption for me to play for and attend able containers are truly Styrofoam
college.
and not some other polymeri c
I ask you to support the UNH material: for example, polyureAthletic Scholarsh ip program and thanes, for which CFCs are indeed
vfork with the UNH 100 Club in used as blowing agents. I strongly
building on the fine history of suspect that McDonald's and Burger
athletics at UNH.
King use somethin g besides StySincerely, rofoam for their container s--and
Charles E. McMahon who knows what goes into the
President coloring material? The point is that
McMahon Sales Company, Inc, by focusing on Sryrofoam. c.ups, we
UNH Class of 1977

Styrofoam I

may be trying to boycott the wrong
'
material.
My personal oppositio n to the
widesprea d use of throw-aw ay
packaging materials, particular ly
those made from synthetic polymers, is that they are made from
nonrenew able resources . The inevitable depletion of our fossil fuels
will have a severe impact not only
on the packaging industry but upon
the pharmaceutical industry as well.
If we use up all our fossil fuels today,
there may be no relatively cheap,
convenie nt source if life-savin g
drugs tomorrow.
This brings me to my final point:
Those of you who so vehement ly
denoun~e Styrofoam cups should
examine your use of the automobile,
a far greater depleter of fossil fuels
than the Styrofoam cup._Every time
you use your automobile frivolously
or inefficiently, you are performin g
an act which is many times more
irrespo'nsible than drinking coffee
from Styrofoam cups. When you
bring your mug to the MUB, be sure
you walk or bike over. Also, when
you visit McDonal d's or Burger
King the next time, ask them to
put your Big Mac or Whopper into
a brown paper bag without the
plastic container.
Sincerely,
Frank 1. Pilar
Parsons Hall, Room 124

Styrofoam I I
To the Editor,
This letter is being sent to ease
the minds of some and circumvent
the unnecessa ry actions of others.
It is in regards to the use of
styrofoam in the MUB which has
caused such an uproar as of late.
Since it's beginning , the MUB
has been a center designed for
students and primarily run by the
students. Those few non-stude nts
in the building are there for one
purpose - the students themselves.
So to preface this, one must understand that the MUB, i.e. Student
Activities Staff, makes no decision
without deciding what would be best
for the student on the short term
and the long term.
The point is simple. The styrofoam used in the MUB is not
harmful to the environme nt on the
short term, nor is it harmful on the
long term to the limits of our
present technology. Although John
E. Carroll, as quoted in Nov. 11 issue
of The New Hampshire, has stated
that styrofoam emits Chloro-Flouro
Carbons (CFC) into the air which
destroys the ozone layer. Both he
and the reporter neglected to
research the present technolog y
in which styrofoam is produced
without CFCs. This is the same
styrofoam the MUB is presently
using.
In addition there are other misleading statemen ts that can be
cleared by this new technology. The
enormous amount of fossil fuels
used to produce styrofoam is the
waste product after the usuable fuel
has been extracted . When incinerated, the CFC-free styrofoam
produces only carbon dioxide and
water vapor, the same as paper,
wood, or leaves. In a waste to energy
incinerato r, which is the one used
by U.N.H., styrofoam leaves virtually no ash and offers four times
the BTU's of average municipa l
garbage.
Although the state of nonbiodegrad able styrofoam remains
unchanged, a factor not applicable
to our situation, consider this: when
biodegradable products break down
they form leachate and methane
gas - two of the major environme ntal problems with current landfills.
In addition, becuase of the ability
to crush styrofoam they take up very
little space, comprisirig only 14/100
of 1% of landfill use.
My data was well researched. In
the future, it is important that we
fully research all aspects of this
situation, especially when making

bold statements like "protest" and
"ban".
I am the kitchen manager on the
MUB Foodservice Staff. I have and
will continue to be aware of the
Foodserv ice's usefullne ss to the
Universit y and communi ty. The
styrofoam issue is one of extreme
importanc e to me and I intend to
keep updated on other viable options. I am convinced that using
the CFC-free styrofoam at the MUB
is ecologically best at this point in
time. Besides, it is also less expensive than china or paper.
If anyone would like further
informati on they can call Genpak
Corporati on at 1-800-458-7715 or
stop by the MUB Food Service and
ask for me.'
Please note that this is a personal
editiorial and does not necessarily
relect the views of the University .
Sincerely,
Mark Schrader
Kitchen Manager
MUB Food Service

Kiely

intellectu al and a liberal. He is
neither; no intellectual liberal would
pen such diatribe that ignores both
1) the fundamen tal unfairness of
public kangaroo courts sans accused
and 2) analysis which might mitigate the complicity depicted by Mr.
Kiely.
Finally, the origianl act of ridicule
suffered by Mr. Kiely is incontrovertibly without place in our society;
it is toward this ( and its more subtle
relatives) that we should turn our
missionary efforts. If an individual
becomes the focus of any form of
bigotry, that bigotry is best combatted by first attemptin g to understand its roots. The bigotry
might be malicious or it might be
imitative; both are intolerable, but
eacl. seeks different redress. The
sentimen t "to know your enemy
is to understand him" is wise council
to Mr. Kiely and others who react
briskly to prejudice without seeking
to understan ding that prejudice.
The gratificai ton gained in the
sensure of the bigot is not nearly
as important as the support gained
by the sharp but even portrayal of
the [ unnamed] bigot at his shallow
and contemptible best.
Kurt Schreiber
DCE

To the Editor,
My reactions to the "Incident at
Martin's": First, The New Hampshire should not have published
James Kiely's letter unless it had
been A) accompanied by an official
response from the store's owners, To the Editor,
or B) the name of the store had been
I am writing in response to James
deleted.
Kiely's letter published in The New
Second, the strident tone of Mr. Hampshir e Novembe r 8, 1988. I
Kiely's letter does not portray an support Mr. Kiely's demand for a
angry, yet rational, attempt to seek public apology from the employee
support from those who might not who humilated him in p?blic in your
comprehe nd a pain suffered by store.
countless minorities at the hands
Silence from your employee or
of unthinkin g bigots. Mr. Kiely's from you, Mr. Sevigny, is an indiletter seemed instead almost pre- cation that Martin's and the Shop
written, with only the blanks of ·n Save stores, in general, agree that
people and places to befilled in. Mr. it is acceptable to humilate someon~
Kiely's original provocati on, and publicly for being a member of a
his response to· that provocati on, minority. If it is acceptabl e to
are at similar emotional levels; the ridicule homosexuals, what group
former bred of ignorance, the latter is next?
a programm ed response to that
In my support for tolerance of
ignorance.
all people, of all kinds, and in
Mr. Kiely would have better protest against open ignorance and
served both himself and the Dur- bigotry, I will not be buying gro_cham communi ty if he had sent a eries at the Shop and Save rn
less apocalyptic version of his letter Portsmou th until I see a reply to
to the store's corporate headquar- Mr. Kiely' s letter appear in a future
ters and then proceeded upon his
issue of The New Hampshire.
Sincerely,
interpreta tion of the sincerity of
Jane Fithian
their response. Mr. Kiely himself
Portsmout h, NH
would be the first to acknowledge
that the behavior he encounter ed
could not possibly represent corporate policy; accordingly, his public
trashing of a local business without
first evaluating corporate response
to that behavior was reckless.
Mr. Kiely should be aware that,
not withstand ing higher mana.gement' s indisputab le responsibi lity
for their employee's labor shortage
that often precludes retail organizations from having profession al
public relations personnel on duty
at all times. Mr. Kiely should
consider that the frustratin g lack
of sympathy generated by his
original complain t might simply
have been an employee's ill-chosen
response to an emotiona l and
intimidat ing situation for which
there had likely been not anticipa.:
tory training. It is gospel that many
employee s in retail stores react
erratically or even catatonically to
customer complain ts of varying
magnitud e. Personal politics are
rarely' the guide to such behavior;
rather, adrenaline or fear of responsibility usually provide the impetus.
Mr. Kiely should temper his outrage
with the wisdom that what he
experienc ed -was probably not so
much a series of events designed
to indict his personal choices as was . 1
an origianl, inexcusab le, act followed first by untrained response
to his origianl complaint and then
by corporate inefficien cy when
further manageme nt attention was

Lette rs to the
Edito r shou ld
be typed and
must inclu de a
riame, addr ess
and pho ne
number for verif i catio n. Letters to the Editor do not
neces saril y reflect the opin .
o ns o f The
New Ham pshire.

warranted.

Third, Jeffrey Westcott, in his
supportive follow-up to Mr. Kiely's
letter, refers to himself as an
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MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

by Mike Peters
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CLASSIFIED
VOLUNTEERS needed to help in food
collection at area supermarkets on Saturday 11 /19. Our goal is to help all NH
seacoast families have a meal this Thanksgiving . Alpha Phi Omega UNH's coed
Service Fraternity is sponsoring its 2nd
allual multi supermarket food drive. Anyone
and everyone , groups or individuals are
invited to get involved lots of help is needed.
For more info call Scott at 743-4326

FOR'SALEiili
~ -:-~-~~

;
1979 Subaru from California, 4x4 station
wagon. Michelin radial tires, new radiator,
front and back bra~es. Engine strong and
clean. Body and interior in excellent shape.
Tape deck and 1 yr. old panasonic speakers included. Dependable and good in
snow. Asking $800. Call Heather at 6795616 days, 436-3595 eves.
Reliable Commuter Car: 1985 Ford Tempo
GL 5 speed , AM/FM, Air, Rear Defog_Must
see 749-0914

l

1981 Chevette for sale, Std . Strans.,
hatchback, original owner, AM/FM , A/C ,
exc . condition. $1390 or best offer . Call
603-895-4397
Yamaha CR-640 receiver 40w porch. $150
o.b.o. Polk Audio 5a spkrs rtd 80w. 100.00
per pair. Call John 7 49-2728
V.W. Rabbit, 83, runs well asking $1300
call Bill at 868-2615.
1978 V.W. RABBIT DIESEL - 4 door. New
battery, alternator, rear shocks. Oil changed
every 3,000 miles. AM/FM stereo cassette.
Inspected in August. Have a new car - must
sell. $450 call 868-1272.
Used Bicycles: NISHIKI MT. Coloraso $385,
MARI NENC 55 cm $685, 19" FAT CHANCE
$1399, UNIVEGA 21 " $385. Days 8685634.
FOR SALE: '82 SCIROCCO. New brakes ,
new tires, great condition. $21 0 or b.o. Scott
at 436-1983 or Diane at 868-3646.
1985 SUBARU DL WAGON - 5 speed
AM/FM one owner reduced to $3750. 8687249 after 6 p.m.

·'HELP WAN
..:. ••

..

.....

..::;:::-:,:!·

BIG MANCHESTER ACCOUNTING FIRM
needs a PART-TIME INTERN! (for Semester II) To work in the tax department.
Great experience & good $$$!!! Must be
a 2nd semester junior. Call Field Experience
862-1184. (Job #88098 A)
Resort Hotel, Cruiselines, Airlines, &
Amusement Parks, NOW accepting applications for summer jobs internships,
and career positions. For more information
and an application; write National Collegiate RE creation Service: PO Box 807 4;
Hilton Head SC 29938
Flexible hours, good fun, competitive
wages. Come see why 4 out of 5 psychiatrists recommend working at the MUB ,
for their patients that do work. MUS
foodservice, it's not just a job, it's an
adventure. Drop by the MUB cafeteria and
ask for Mark.
Flexible hours, good fun, competitve wages.
Come see why 4 out of 5 psychiatrists
recommend working at the MUB for their
patients that do work_ MUBB foodservice,
it's not jsut a job, it's an adventure. Drop
by the MUB Cafeteria and ask for Mark.
Full time and Part time positions available
for a salesperson to price, merchandise
and sell women's Ski fashions . Ap_ply in
person at Putnam 's Ski and Sports 990
Lafayette Rd. Rt.1 , Portsmouth
Overseas jobs .. Summer.yr.round . Europe,
S.America , Australia, Asia. All fields. $900$2000 mo. Signtseeing . Free info _Write
IJC, PO Bx 52-NHO1 Corona Del Mar, CA
92625
Instructors are needed to t each t he
following MUB mini-courses for Spri ng
semester: ballroom dancing, calligraphy,
and guitar. These are paid posi t ions! If
interested, please call 862-1001
Management positions . Gain valuable
experience whi le still earning great money.
Last summers average pay was $8000 .
· Positions filling quickly. For more information call 1-800-922-5579 or 508-481 5504 and leave amessage for Jeff Millar
PLANT SCIENCE & ENVIRONMENT AL
CONSERVATION MAJORS!! Work as a
plant survey researcher along the Merrimack River. Part of Full-time. Great job
experience $possible $$$ !! CAIi Field
experience 862-1184 (job #88099)

Experienced restaurant people to work
for a temporary placement service for
caterers and restaurants in the Porstmouth
Area. For more info. call Tim collect at 9647263.

Durham-One to three female roommates
needed to live on Young Drive for Spring
Semester. Call Julie or Amy at 868-6272
for more info.

Hey Laura Diamond, sorry 'bout blowing
you off Tuesday- Again! Have an ordinary
day- You're too old for fun anymore (Happy
Belated 18th!) Harper.

Go to CANCUN for Spring Break!I! Great
Prices & top quality hotels! Free cruise to
those who apply early! Call now before all
the slots are filled! Call Deb at 868-3445

Karyn: The AGR you used to know is back
- SPARKY'S FRIEND.
Willliamson 28- I didn't think being an RA
would be as easy as you have made it and
I never thought I'd have so much fun. You
guys are truly the greatest- I love you all!!
Thanks for making my day! -Patty

CANCUN - Spring Break '89. Great prices.
Hotels approved by Mexican Ministries.
'Early-bird ' cruise special! Call Now! Deb
at 868-3445

HOUSING

GLENN HUMPHREY'S: the great looking
guy I used to always see in the MUB - Do
you know who I am? Did I scare you?

'70 's - '80 's Cover Rock Band forming,
seeks bass player and guitarist. Call for
more info. Mark Days 742-4403 after 6:00
659-3544

If you want to sign the petition to get the
NH Gentlemen on the David Letterman
Show, go to the freshman camp office today
by 3 pm- The Gents would like to help all
those who have signed and Eric "Chainsaw" Chamberlain for the idea.

To all December Graduates: There will be
a formal in your honor at the New England
Center on December 4th. The cost is $25
per person. Includes appetizers, dinner,
music (DJ and piano) and of course a cash
bar! Call Kathleen at home 868-5222 b/ w
8 a.m. - 8p.m. Deadline is Nov. 18th

NEWMAFil<ET - House in need of rentor.
Spacious and homey. On the Kari-van
route . Washer and partly furnished.
$195/month plus utilities (low). Security
deposit and lease required. Must be seen.
No pets and non-smokers please. Available
now and for next semester. Call Abi or
Leslie at 659-2386.

SIGMA NU: PSI WAS HERE!

Teddy - Botany for the 5th time could be
a drag. Stay off the drugs and alcohol.
Happy 23rd. A.E.

DURHAM - One to three females needed
for Spring Semester, to live on Young Dr.
For more info call Julie or Amy, 868-6272.

Long live the Photo Slut! Without him our
minds would be pure and our futon empty.
- The F troop harem .

Hey UNH Men's Hockey - need so'me
warming up before the next game? Look
out for M & A.

DOWNTOWN NEWMARKET - Looking
for a third person to share a 3 bedroon
residence. No smokers or pets. Quiet
atmosphere. $183.35/mon., heat included.
Off street parking. Call Judy at 659-6504,
7:3-0 am or evenings best, or 659-6119
T -W nights & TH-FRI days . Security
deposit required. Share cleaning to keep
residence neat and clean.

CRAYOLA - Have an excellent time in
London!! We will slam the toilet seat down
every day in your honor!!

CROKER rules. Instant karma's gonna get
him, if I don't get him first. Whatever that
means .

SM - Okay, I admit it. I let you win in pool
because I felt sorry for you. Rest assured
I won't be as kind in the future. Oh yeah,
and I hope you realize you owe me a beer.

Susan X - You're hooked! Too bad they
have a problem with keeping their tongues
in their mouths, huh? yya!

PJD - You'll get yours, you little censoring
wench! Ha ha ha ...

Jen Pedersen- Happy 21st Birthday! How
'Bout that cake!! Brad.
Thank you very much for the carnation!
You help make life here better.
Amy Spella - Way to crank these past 2
weeks . I'm proud of you. You're almost
there. Keep smiling. Love ya, Your Big Sis.
Robin Hood: Rules were made to be broken.
Do you want something back? You make
me laugh - even when you can't think of
a story for me -

ROOMMATE WANTED - To share second
floor of house in Newmarket. $185/ mon.
with own bedroom. Call 659-3126, ask for
Mike or leave message.

Don McLean and his TIMELESS songs are
coming here to UNHI! Don't miss this once
in a lifetime show!! Sunday Nov. 20 at 8:00
in the Granite State Room.

DURHAM - Half a house available now!
Five rooms. No more than four people. Main
St. $850/mon. Security deposit. Lease to
June. CLARK RENTALS: 868-2642.
DURHAM - Rooms for rent. Main St. $235$430 I mon. Security deposit. Lease to June.
Some available now, some in January.
Reserve NOW! CLARK RENTALS : 868 2642.

LOST AND FOUND

YOK! Am I BUGGIN' you? Well, Fluff yo!
Geez ...

Roger's - I can't stand it!! I have to meet
you. Is there any way we · could get
together? Your Call!!

DON'T RENT-INVEST! Three beds. for
as litle as $258 each person with under
$2,000 each down payment. Own this
double-wide mobile in a quiet part, easy
commute to campus. End-end bedrms, 2
full baths, built-in stereo, designer kitchen.
BUILD EQUITY INSTEAD OF RENT RECEIPTS! $57,900 call Pat Keegan, Coldwell
Banker Marple, 778-0662, 778-8858.

" DAVID LETTERMAN CALLED FRANKEN

& DAVIS THE FUNNIEST TWO MEN WHO
WEIGH THE SAME!" SEE THEM MONDAY
NOV. 21 AT 8:00 IN THE GRANITE STATE
ROOM!
Suellen: Next time we get smashed together
let 's borrow that pink flamingo from A TO
and what about that guy who was leaning
. against the pole? I'll set you up ... Love your
.:... e_r._ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __
ig:..._S:_i.st....:.
=-B~

r

'------------'-------l
Th is poor- absen t mind ed seni or lost he r
Sanyo Walkman with blue ear phones and
a J immy Cl iff tape in it. I'd be psyc hed if
I fo und it too - but now that yo u know who
I am - Please be nice and return it - Paula
P a t 868-6026. ( Lo st in the Li brary - 3rd
fl oor).
I lost a gold c harm Monday 11 / 14. It is a
cross , heart and anc hor an d of great
sent imental value . Please ca il 868-6320
if found.

Internships available_in the MUB Pub. Two
credits-marketing, controller, catering,
Pistachio's. Four credits-Hotel 403 Intern,
Purchaser Intern. Cover letter and resume
required by 11 / 19 / 88.

Sign up for your Freshman Camp interviews, only two weekends left. Just Do IT!!

-

POPS - Please do the world a favor and
stop w r iti ng those la m e Forum
th ings / letters . Bes ides, shouldn 't you be
re-ap plying the makeup for th at Batm an
reunion?
Jo - Get a haircut, willya?
Z amila - So how does the Peace Corps
sound now , after meeting your " brother"
last Thursday?
Susan 8 . - Get well soon. And I hope you
realize you're still gonna have that party ,
in sickness or in health - Your pal
Bess - Sorry, but there's been a mix-up.
You really got a 20, while that intelligent
young tan man got the 28. Oh well - Your
favorite professor

Laura & Gail- Hope you had a smashing
birthday weekend. Happy Belated Birthday.
• Heather.

Hey Krit - Thanx for the personal! We've
got to get together more often. You're the
balls! Love, your little sis.

Romeo - Don't ask me what you know is
true, I don't have to tell you ... l love your
precious heart... Juliet.

PORTSMOUTH - 4 bedroom - 2 bath Appliances. Newly remodeled. Quiet, n~ar
water, walk to town. $850/mon. Plus utilities
& Sec. deposit. 436-9058.

Marnie & Trisha - You guys are the best
big sisters a pledge could have. Love ,
Heather.

Teddy - Happy 23rd - Election Day the flying
Murkland Boot Hope in 4 years we can still
keep up the pace. A.E.

Rob, Good job on Wednesday's program!
I hope that you stick around next semester
or else I won 't have anyone to argue with
during council meetings. - Clark.

2 Bedroom Apartment. Lee , Beautiful
country setting. W-D hookup. dishwasher,
disposal. Private. $650/mo. Available dee.
1. 868-6678.

PJ- When do I get what is due to me?
Remember you owe me! Missing you bad.
- John.

Early Notice - The NH Gentlemen will be
holding their Christmas concert on Sunday
December 11th at 7:30 in Johnson Theater.
Buy your tickets before the show to ensure
yourself a seat!

Boris Darling , We must get Moose and
Squirrel!! I love you lots!! - Natasha.

TWO ROOMMATES NEEDED - For second
semester in the Coops. Call 868-2705.

To our favorite "Beaver " - Thanx for our
day! You 're swell-even Chuck E. Cheese
wants you. Love, Your Ra's (imagine that!)

HEY BIMBO : Virginia was wild! Beer,
moonshine, and I can 't remember what
else! What did we do? Let 's do it again!
JERKS! BEACH PARTY in the Spring? Let's
get squirrelly! What? We are two wild and
crazy gals! Loving You! The driving BIMBO.

Bassist looking to start progressive / hardcore band need guitarist ,
drummer and/or singer. If interested call
Gregg at 868-5027

Northwood NH - unique country setting .
One bedroom contemporary . 20 minutes
from UNH, carpeted , deck, appliances,
garage, extras. $500 mo., 942-7705

TM- Thanks for a weekend I'll never forget.
Thanks for being my closest friend. Love
you - JP.

To: NH 386137 - Who Are You?? P.M.

December Graduates - I need 10 tickets
for ceremony. Will pay $5 for each ticket,
If you have extras please call Beth 8682705

Durham - Fema le roommate needed to
sublet newly renovated apartment and
share with 3 other people . ASAP and / or
2nd semester. $344 / mo furnished & utilities
included. Call 431 -4101 or 887-3860 after
6:00 p.m.

Paula: Congratulations on your new position' (Vice-President, that is). You're doing
a fantastic job! Keep it up- we really
appreciate you. Just remember, whenever
you get stressed , there's always the
Wildcat! Love , your never stressed, ever
so happy roommate!

Photo Slut - Are you walking upright after
that major-league reaming Wednesday?
1

Look out men! The Scoop Queens will be
on the rampage, and no one will be safe.
TO ALL DECEMBER GRADUATES: There
will be a formal in your honor at the New
England Center on December 4th. T~e cost
is $25 per person . Includes appetizers,
dinner, music (DJ and piano) and of course
a cash bar! Call Kathleen Kendall at home
868-5222 between 8 a.m. - 8 p.m. Deadline
is November 18th.
VOLUNTEERS - Needed to help in food
collection at area supermarkets on Saturday 11 /19. Our goal is to help at needy
NH seacoast fam ilies have a meal this
Thanksgiving . Alpha Phi Omega, UNH's
COED Service Fraternity is sponsoring its
2nd annual multi supermarket food drive.
Anyone and everyone, groups or individuals
are invited to get involved. Lots of help is
needed. For more info call Scott at 7 434326.
FREE FOOD ! GLORY DAZE Lounge .
Thursday and Friday, 3-5 p.m. Free Pizza,
c hips and salsa. Don 't miss out!
Li sten Up' For t hose of you who are
pl ann ing to graduate 1n December, you
have ari opportunity to have your last fling,
a fo rmal at Th e New England Center on
Dec. 4 . T ic ke ts go on sale Fr ida y 1-3 in
Grafton Rm. for more information ca ll
Kathleen at 868-5222.
Pops- We 're warning you. No more sappy
articles . We mean it.- The Committee to
Remove Saps from The' New Hampshire
Bassist looking to s.tart progressive/hardcore band need guitarist,
drummer, and/or singer. If interested, Call
Greg at 868-5027.

Bassist looking to start progressive/hardcore band . Need Guitarist,
Drummer and/or singer. If interested call

Dave and Dawn- it's people like you that
make this place so great! Thanks for all
the support, caring and extra special things
you do, we really do appreciate it!! (just
ease up on the candy and stuff, or we staff
meetings will get Mighty crowded!!) Love,·
-all the people who come together to do ·

Greg at 868-5027.

their best!

Bobobabble? What tt-ie hell is that supposed
to mean?

Mark, Terence , Scott- Thanks for an
entertaining ride to URI and a very interesting night' We had an awesome time!
Heather and Carmen.
Sig Ep - Thanks for a good time at URI.
You guys were fun to hang out with . We
only hope that at your lock in you can hold
your liquor better than they held theirs!
Have fun. Carmen and Heather.
Maggie - Lil'sis - we 've both been too busy
so let's get together and do something!
I miss you. Love, Carmen.
Pledges of Kappa Delta ... Study hard for
that pledge test! Good luck and "Don 't
Worry, Be Happy!" Love, KO Sisters.
Happy Birthday to my little sister Sue! We're
going to go wild- watch and see! Love, your
Big Sis Paula.
To the Gents- thanks for an appreciated
break from our usual meeting, you were
terrific! You're welcome to serenade us
individually any time! And we won't forget
your X-mas concert Dec. 11th!
To the crying DZ pledge Kerry: I didn't
realize we were such "good friends." Are
you enjoying your first year of college?
Oops, second year. Maybe someday we
can be "real friends." - Dac's buddy.
KK and Co.- At least you sat down and
talked things over with Georgie Porgie.
And then you admitted writing the personal.
Oh that's right, you lied. Stop looking at
the ceiling and start looking at yourself.
If you can. An OLD Irish friend.
Victor loves Niki; A lot!!!
To Scott from Congreve 3rd- I had a great
time talking to you at the Main St. Halloween
Party! Hope we can do it again sometime... Maybe at my X-mas Semi-Formal Dec.
3rd? - Amy (The Angel) from Fairchild
3rd.
Penthouse Wonders-- thank you so much
for being soooo sweet, you made my day!
Though I may be a bit bias, we've definately
got the best floor on campus!Love you all!
Lisa
Kappa Delta Candy Cane Sale!! December
1,2,4,5,6,7 at lunch (.i. dinner in all dining
halls for orders . Your candy canes and
message will be delivered Friday Dec. 9th
with a special X-mas jingle. Order SoonOnly $1 .00!1
'?O 's - 'B0 's Cover Rock Band form ing ,
seeks Bass player and Guitarist. Call for
more info_ Mark days 742-4403, after 6:00
659-3544.
Listen Up! For those of you who are
planning to graduate in December, you
have an opportunity to have your last fling ,
a formal at The New England Center on
Dec .4. Tickets go on sale Fr iday 1 - 3 in
Grafton Rm. for more information call
Kathleen at 868-5222.
Pops- We're warning you. No more sappy
articles. We mean it.- The Committee to
Remove Saps from The New Hampshire
To Mike (the guy from our exciting poetry
class last semester) here 's the personal
that I promised you, hope you like it! Caryl*
Listen Up! For those of you who are
planning to graduate in December, you
have an opportunity to have your last fling,
a formal at The New England Center on
Dec.4. Tickets go on sale Friday 1-3 in
Grafton Rm . for more information call

Kathleen at 868-5222.
YO F3 BIMBOS, NICE COMFORTABLE
. FUTON!! LOVE, THE PHOTO SLUT
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Be Free,
Freedom Neal!

Attention - Faculty, Students and Consultants!!! Word Processing/Typing Service
- Resumes, Manuscripts, Theses, Correspondence, Mailing Lists. Professional
quality. IBM/Diablo equipment. Over nine
years experience. Call Victoria Benn, 9:00
- 5:00 p.m., Monday - Saturday, 749-1365

To the man who
knows how to hold
and fold 'em!

French tutoring - any levels call at 8681895

We Love Ya! ~appy 21st!

Typing/Word Processing, professional
quality. Spelling accuracy guaranteed.
SAVE yourself time & money by calling
NOW. Dover, 742-2037
Professional Word Processing for all your
typing requirements. Experienced, efficient,
reasonable rates, quick-return. Janet Boyle,
659-3578
ATTENTION - FACULTY , STUDENTS
AND CONSULTANTS!!! Word Processing/Typing Service - Resumes, Manus- .
cripts, Theses, Correspondence, Mailing
Lists. Professional quality. IBM/Diablo
equipment. Over nine years experience.
Call victoria Benn, 9:00-5:00 p.m., MondaySaturday, 749-1365.
FRENCH TUTORING at 868-1895.

Any levels call

Available to Junior, Senior and Fifth Year
engineering students as of Fall 1988.
American Consulting Engineering Council
(ACEC) prize. Winners will then compete
on a national level for a top financial Aid
. Director or call Mr. A Goulart (617) 2465200. Submittal Deadline November 30,
1988.
TYPING?WORD PROCESSING - Professional quality. Spelling acuracy guaranteed.
SAVE yourswlf time and money by calling
NOW. Dover, 742-2037.
Professional Word Processing for all your
typing requirements. Experienced, efficient,
. reasonable rate, quick-return. Janet Boyle,
659-3578.
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Robyn, Sue, Mercy, lAuren,
Steve, Frank, Jackie, Kevin, & Matt

............................................ ..
This was taken the day
my fat her went to the Giants

,

Don't be a
TURKEY,
Read the
FORUM I

HEYPUTZHAPPY BIRTHDAY!
Love,

..

DAVE
(and Alexander 2nd)

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••

How to make ahit.

TYPING - Secretary with 15 years experience will type term papers. $1.25/page.
Pick up/ delivery in Surham. call Joanne
332-6162.
Sick of studying? Need a small break? Well,
come see Do·n McLean and Franken &
Davis - coming here to UNH! Come see
these spectular shows (it will help ypu with
yojur test before Thanksgiving - Honest!)
M.I.T. - Manager in Training wanted at '
Domino's Pizza in Durham. No experience
necessary, but experience in the restaurant
field is helpful. Work 55hrs./wk. Earn good
money from both a salary and bonus.
APPLY in person at Domino's Pizza,
Durham Shopping Center. Phone inquires
please ask for Mike at 868 ~6230 after 3
p.m.
What's the difference being different? Do
you need support or want to talk to someone
about being different at UNh ... feel free
to call any of these memqers of the Diversity
Committee: Denise Connors, Nursing Dept.
862-3405; Stuart Churchill-Hoyer, Dean
of Students Office 862-2050; Les Fisher,
English Dept. 862-1313; Marianne Fortescue, Student Activities 862-1524; Susan
Franzosa, Dept. of Education 862-2376;
Emily Moore, Dean of Students Office 8622050

The American Express• Card is a hit virtually
anywhere you shop, from Los Angeles to
London. Whether you're buying book.5, baseball
tickets or brunch. So during college and after,
it's the perfect way to pay for just about
everything you'll want.
"'

How to get
the Card now.
College is the first
sign of success. And
because we believe in your
potential, we've made it easier for
students of this school to get the
American Express Card right
now-even without a job or a
credit history. So whether you're an
underclassman, senior or
grad student, look into
our automatic approval
offers. For details pick up an
application on campus. Or call
1-800-THE-CARD and ask for a
student application.

The American Express Card.
Don't Leave School Without It~ ·

AAAHHHHHH!!!
C 1988 American Express Travel Related Services Company. Inc.
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So take a small break from
your studyin g and relax to DON McLEAN
or laugh with FRAN KEN and DAVIS.
It will do you good!
And get your

Thanks giving Vacatio n

off to a GREA T start!!!

700

&

93_0 ·

$1 for studen ts
In M-U_B Strafford Room
$2 for non-stu dents
One of the GREATE ST musicals produced!!!
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Jean is
noted
by SI
By Mike Stinson
· Honors seemed to rain down
upon Wildcat quarterback Bob
Jean last week. New England
and the nation took notice after
Jean completed 27 of 45 passes
for 486 yards and three touchdowns against Villanova.
His performance in UNH' s
big upset led to his being named
Player of the Week for the
Yankee Conference, East Coast
Athletic Conference, and the
Sports Network (a national
sports writers group). Topping
off the list was his selection as
National Offensive Player of
the Week by Sports Illustrated
(SI).
Head Coach Bowes said, "It
was an honor that was· deserving," in reference to the SJ
selection.
According to Sports Information Director Michael Bruckner,
SJ contacted him to let him
know that Jean was being considered. Bruckner said that this Wildcat quarterback Bob Jean recieved the honor of being named offensive
player of the week in the Nov. 14 issue of Sports
in itself was unusual as normally
Illustrated
for
his
performance
agai?st
Villa_
nova
two
weekends
ago.
(file
photo)
the Sports Information Department would have to contact SJ
"I was a little surprised he
to inform them of a player's received the honor," stated · stated that he was "plea~ent!y
performance.
Bowes, "because the honor surprised." He continued, "I
Bruckner was notified early usually goes to a (Division) I- never even dreamed about being
in the week that Jean was one A player."
in Sports Illustrated."
of the final three candidates
Jean was a little surprised
Jean is not the only Wildcat
under consideration for the himself. He said that the idea football star to receive recoghonor. On Wednesday SI again of getting the honor was casually nition from SI. According the §Men's Minor Hockey __ _!Vlen's Major Hock~
contacted Bruckner with the mentioned at the game, but he Bruckner running back Andre
news that the Wildcaf-quarter- never seriously thought about Garron was nominated for a
Sigma Phi Epsilon Junk
1. LAX
back had been selected.
it. "It was just a passing thing," four touchdown performance
The
Birds
2.
Acacia Shadows
Coach Bowes did not get the he said.
"four or five years ago." He was
. Delta Chi
3. Lambda Chi Alpha
information quite as soon. On
On Wednesday the· UNH not chosen but then turned in
Thursday he opened up his own quarterback was informed by a five touchd~wn gam~ the n~xt
4. Squirrels on Ice
issue of Sports Illustrated and one of the assistant coaches. week for whICh he did receive
5. Hurricanes
"he Gean) was there."
_Upon receiving th~ _news Jean ~ the Player of the Week honor.

·~

.Standings

i9.

Co-Rec Volleyball

1. Devine A
2. 0. C. Nailers
3. Sigma Alpha Epsilon
4. UAC Spikes
5. Stonegate U.nderdogs

0000000000

'Cats need win
for playoff hope

I

The 'Cats hope to surge forward this Saturday as they put everything on the line against the
UMass Minutemen. (file photo)

By Richard D'Avolio
It all comes down to this
Saturday. All those months of
practice and games are behind
the UNH football team. Their
future solely relies on the 'Cats'
performance against UMass this
weekend.
The Wildcats who are 4-3 in
the Yankee Conference (YC),
6-4 overall, face the Minutemen
of UMass, currently 5-2 in the
YC and 7-3 overall, at Cowell
stadium this Saturday. UMass
is tied for first in the YC with
Delaware.
If UNH is to have any chance
for the playoffs they absolutely
have to win this Saturday. But
they will have to reckon with
a very physical and strong
UMass team.
According to a press release,
UNH coach Bill Bowes feeb

UMass will come out ready toplay a very physical game. He
said they have a an-9utstanding
defense and a quarterback who
can move a team in senior Dave
Palazzi.
UMass has four starters out
with injuries. UNH's offensive
tackle Frank McGuire is listed
doubtful with a shoulder injury
and center Jim Prendible is out
with a knee injury.
The last two home games
have been played in rainy and
cold weather, but this game
looks as if it is going to be the
raincheck. It is by far the most
important game of the season
for the 'Cats and the weather
should provide a good crowd.
Come out and support the
Wildcats in their last regular
season game.
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Wil dca ts sto p Wa rrio rs
man from Waltham, MassachuBy John Dubois
WOW!! That is the only wo.rd setts got the 'Cats on the board
that can describe the perfor- first with his first goal of the
mance of the UNH men's hock- season. Steve Horner unleashed
ey team in the second period of a stinging drive on Merrimack
Tuesday night's game against goalie Jim Hrivnak. Hrivnak's
kick out save sent the puck right
Merrimack.
The 'Cats posted five goals onto the stick of Lazaro who
in a six minute span to knock one-timed it past him.
Merrimack down for the count. , The second UNH goal was
UNH then rode those goals to a nice surprise for Coach Kullen
a 5-2 victory, their second in because it came from Dominic
Amodeo, a freshman center who
three games.
The UNH squad played text- started between David Aiken
book defense against the War- and Steve Horner for the first
riors from Merrimack and only time this year.
This starting line played
allowed 23 shots on goalie Pat
Sztrum. Szturm turned away all exceptionally well aLl night and
of Merrimack's early threats to Coach Kullen said "Horner
keep the 'Cats in the game early played his best game of the
_until UNH got the offense fired year."
UNH added three more goals
.
up.
, The scoring for the 'Cats came in the second period by David
from a few unexpected sources Aiken, Frank Messina and Joe
and some new faces on the Flanagan.
The Warriors came back with
UNH roster.
Jeff Lazaro a junior defense- __9n.e goal iQ_ the dos.in~ m ~

of the second period and one
more in the third but the 'Cats
defense was very stingy and gave
up few quality shots.
This game was a nice change
from the 8-1 slaughtering the
'Cats received from their foes
in the Rockies just a few days
ago. "The Denver game was an
oddity. We played how we
wanted co but then all of a
sudden the T.V. went dead and
we were in quicksand. The more
we struggled the deeper we got,"
Coach Kullen said.
The boys in blue will now
travel south on Friday night to
face the Boston College Eagles
in their brand new arena.
"We always have had a success against BC. Last year we
won two out of three games
against them," Coach Kullen .
said. He added, "The team
usually gee's up for BC pretty
good."
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The Wildcats earned their second win of the season Tuesday
night as they beat a strong Merrimack College team by the

srnce 0 £5-2 <file 0 1:wro}

Wo men run ner s.
finish stro ng
By Jami Doneski

•

The women's hoop team hopes t~ soar high this season as they prepare for their first game
on Nov. 29 at 7:00 pm in the field house . ...

The women's cross country
running team closed its season
with an impressive 18th place
finish at the East Coast Athletic
Conference championshi ps Saturday. The race was held in New
Canaan·, Connecticut with 5 3
teams and over 300 runners
competing.
The Wildcats' prospects
looked questionable as the team
entered the race minus senior,
and top runner, Cyndi DiFrancesco as well as senior Nancy
Boulanger.
According to Coach Nancy
Krueger these two, and two
other UNH top ten runners,
were halted by injuries.
The rest of the squad came
through however and they did
it with consistent team running.
Senior Lrnn Shallcross was first

d
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W om ens oop pre

By Naomi Elvove
The UNH women's basketball team may not have a lot of
experience, but they should not
be written off. Despite having
only one player who saw more
than 320 minutes of action last
season, U N H is re ady to take
on all foes in the upcoming
season.
With four starters graduated,
the Wildcats will be looking to
senior co-captain Kris Kinney
to maintain her powerful performances of the past, while the
rest of the team gains more
experience and confidence.
According to Head Coach
Kathy Sanborn, Kinney, a Kodak District I All American, will
be the "very strong backbone
of the program." Sanborn's
greatest concern now, is power
in the perimeter; she wonders
if the perimeter can perform

well if there is a break down in
the center.
In their first exhibition game
l~st Thursday, the Wildcats
scrimmaged St. Xavier. UNH
won easily, and Sanborn fek it
was an extremely positive experience for the team. They
were " a little nervous" in the
first half, but approaching half
time their confidence increased,
and during the second half they
looked very good. Offensively,
the team was strong. Most of
the defense worked well also,
although they needed some
work on their full court press.
Wednesday the women faced
New Hampshire College in an
exhibition game. This team is
a division II team, however,
Sanborn predicted that the
Wildcats would gain a better
indication of what they need to
_work on from the game. The

'Cats came away with a 69-67
win as Kinney poured in 27
poirits on the night.
As far as the season goes,
Sanborn has a positive_ attitude.
She feels that the team will
gradually improve as they go
along. Her predictions include
qual ify ing for the Seaboard
Conference, which means fin ishing in the top four spots of
the division. Last year, the team
had placed third in the stand.ings.
During _the first semester, the
majority of the games will be
non-confere nce games, so the _
'Cats have some time to achieve
their full potential and gain
-more experience.
Right now the team is anticipating their first official game
against the University of Rhode
Island on November 29, 7 p.m.,
at the field house.

to cross the line for the Wildcats
in 18:21 - good for 50th place.
Tammy Toselli also finished in
the top 100 as she came in 77th,
with time of 19:03, in finishing
second for the 'Cats.
Jen Briggs was the next UNH
runner to finish, ending up in
the 131 spot with a time of
19: 15. Freshman Kim Cilley
made herself known as she
placed fifth for UNH, and 170th
overall, with a time of 19:36.
Jen .Fled rounded out UNH's top
six finishing one second behind
teammate Cilley for 171st place.
Krueger said she felt "really
good" about the team's showing.
The Wildcats finished nine
places higher than last year's
squad.
"I was really happy with the
performance of the kids," the
coach stated. "It was a real team

stt2r~:.. ______ ___ _

cat - Weekend ·
:wild
I

: Home events
I

: Footb all vs. UMas s
Amh erst 1 : 00 pm

playoff hope s still alive
Wom en"s Hock ey vs.

Massachusetts Night
Hawk s 7:00 pm

Exhibition game
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